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                                   Population

Variable Name Description
PP_TOT Total - Age groups and average age of the population
    PP_0_14   0 to 14 years
        PP_0_4     0 to 4 years
        PP_5_9     5 to 9 years
        PP_10_14     10 to 14 years
    PP_15_64   15 to 64 years
        PP_15_19     15 to 19 years
        PP_20_24     20 to 24 years
        PP_25_29     25 to 29 years
        PP_30_34     30 to 34 years
        PP_35_39     35 to 39 years
        PP_40_44     40 to 44 years
        PP_45_49     45 to 49 years
        PP_50_54     50 to 54 years
        PP_55_59     55 to 59 years
        PP_60_64     60 to 64 years
    PP_65_   65 years and over
        PP_65_69     65 to 69 years
        PP_70_74     70 to 74 years
        PP_75_79     75 to 79 years
        PP_80_84     80 to 84 years
        PP_85     85 years and over
            PP_85_89       85 to 89 years
            PP_90_94       90 to 94 years
            PP_95_99       95 to 99 years
            PP_100_       100 years and over
PP_PP_AVG Average age of total population
PP_PP_MED Median age of total population: half of the population below this age, the other half 

above this age.
PP_FEMALE Total - Age groups and average age of the population - Female
    PP_FM0_14   0 to 14 years-Female
        PP_FM0_4     0 to 4 years-Female
        PP_FM5_9     5 to 9 years-Female
        PP_FM10_14     10 to 14 years-Female
    PP_FM15_64   15 to 64 years-Female
        PP_FM15_19     15 to 19 years-Female
        PP_FM20_24     20 to 24 years-Female
        PP_FM25_29     25 to 29 years-Female
        PP_FM30_34     30 to 34 years-Female
        PP_FM35_39     35 to 39 years-Female
        PP_FM40_44     40 to 44 years-Female
        PP_FM45_49     45 to 49 years-Female
        PP_FM50_54     50 to 54 years-Female
        PP_FM55_59     55 to 59 years-Female
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                                   Population

Variable Name Description
        PP_FM60_64     60 to 64 years-Female
    PP_FM65_   65 years and over-Female
        PP_FM65_69     65 to 69 years-Female
        PP_FM70_74     70 to 74 years-Female
        PP_FM75_79     75 to 79 years-Female
        PP_FM80_84     80 to 84 years-Female
        PP_FM85     85 years and over-Female
            PP_FM85_89       85 to 89 years-Female
            PP_FM90_94       90 to 94 years-Female
            PP_FM95_99       95 to 99 years-Female
            PP_FM100_       100 years and over-Female
PP_FM_AVG Average age of female population
PP_FM_MED Median age of female population: half of the female population below this age, the 

other half above this age.
PP_MALE Total - Age groups and average age of the population - Male
    PP_M0_14   0 to 14 years-Male
        PP_M0_4     0 to 4 years-Male
        PP_M5_9     5 to 9 years-Male
        PP_M10_14     10 to 14 years-Male
    PP_M15_64   15 to 64 years-Male
        PP_M15_19     15 to 19 years-Male
        PP_M20_24     20 to 24 years-Male
        PP_M25_29     25 to 29 years-Male
        PP_M30_34     30 to 34 years-Male
        PP_M35_39     35 to 39 years-Male
        PP_M40_44     40 to 44 years-Male
        PP_M45_49     45 to 49 years-Male
        PP_M50_54     50 to 54 years-Male
        PP_M55_59     55 to 59 years-Male
        PP_M60_64     60 to 64 years-Male
    PP_M65_   65 years and over-Male
        PP_M65_69     65 to 69 years-Male
        PP_M70_74     70 to 74 years-Male
        PP_M75_79     75 to 79 years-Male
        PP_M80_84     80 to 84 years-Male
        PP_M85     85 years and over-Male
            PP_M85_89       85 to 89 years-Male
            PP_M90_94       90 to 94 years-Male
            PP_M95_99       95 to 99 years-Male
            PP_M100_       100 years and over-Male
PP_M_AVG Average age of male population
PP_M_MED Median age of male population: half of the male population below this age, the other 

half above this age.
PP_POP15_ Total - Marital status for the population aged 15 years and over
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                                   Population

Variable Name Description
    PP_MR_CL   Married or living common law
        PP_LMR     Married
        PP_CL_Y     Living common law
    PP_NMRCL   Not married and not living common law
        PP_NMR     Never married
        PP_SEP     Separated
        PP_DIVORCE     Divorced
        PP_WIDOW     Widowed
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                                     Family

Variable Name Description
FM_TOT Total - Census families in private households: Census family refers to a married 

couple (with or without children of either or both spouses), a couple living common-
law (with or without children of either or both partners) or a lone parent of any 
marital status, with at least one child living in the same dwelling. A couple living 
common-law may be of opposite or same sex.

    FM_2P   Number of families with 2 persons
    FM_3P   Number of families with 3 persons
    FM_4P   Number of families with 4 persons
    FM_5_P   Number of families with 5 or more persons
FM_AVG_P Average number of persons per census family
FM_TOT_S Total number of census families in private households
    FM_CP    Total couple families by family structure and number of children: A couple family 

refers to the classification of census families into married couples (with or without 
children of either or both spouses), common-law couples (with or without children 
of either or both partners).

            FM_CPNKID           Without children at home
            FM_CPKIDS           With children at home
                FM_CP1KID              1 child
                FM_CP2KID              2 children
                FM_CP3KID              3 or more children
        FM_MA     Married couples
            FM_MANKID           Without children at home
            FM_MAKIDS           With children at home
                FM_MA1KID              1 child
                FM_MA2KID              2 children
                FM_MA3KID              3 or more children
        FM_CL     Common-law couples:  two people living together as a couple but not legally 

married to each other. They may be of opposite sex or of the same sex.

            FM_CLNKID           Without children at home
            FM_CLKIDS           With children at home
                FM_CL1KID              1 child
                FM_CL2KID              2 children
                FM_CL3KID              3 or more children
    FM_LP   Total lone-parent families by sex of parent and number of children
                FM_LP1KID              1 child
                FM_LP2KID              2 children
                FM_LP3KID              3 or more children
        FM_LF     Female parent
                FM_LF1KID              1 child
                FM_LF2KID              2 children
                FM_LF3KID              3 or more children
        FM_LM     Male parent
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Variable Name Description
                FM_LM1KID              1 child
                FM_LM2KID              2 children
                FM_LM3KID              3 or more children
FM_CH Total number of children at home: Refers to the classification of the population 

according to whether or not the persons are members of a census family. Family 
persons refer to household members who belong to a census family. They, in turn, 
are further classified as follows: Spouses refer to persons of opposite sex who are 
legally married to each other and living in the same dwelling. Common-law partners 
are two persons of opposite sex or of the same sex who are not legally married to 
each other, but live together as a couple in the same dwelling. Lone parent refers to 
a mother or a father, with no spouse or common-law partner present, living in a 
dwelling with one or more children. Children refer to blood, step- or adopted sons 
and daughters (regardless of age or marital status) who are living in the same 
dwelling as their parent(s), as well as grandchildren in households where there are 
no parents present. Sons and daughters who are living with their spouse or 
common-law partner, or with one or more of their own children, are not 
considered to be members of the census family of their parent(s),  even if they are 
living in the same dwelling. In addition, those sons and daughters who do not live in 
the same dwelling as their parent(s) are not considered members of the census 
family of their parent(s).  The category of children can be further distinguished as 
follows: Never-married sons and/or daughters in a census family, as used in 
censuses prior to 2006. Other sons and/or daughters in a census family who would 
not have been included in the census family of their parents according to the 
previous concept.  Grandchildren living in the same household as their 
grandparent(s), with no parents present. Non-family persons refer to household 
members who do not belong to a census family. They may be related to Person 1 
(e.g. Person 1's sister, brother-in-law, cousin, grandparent), or unrelated to Person 
1 (e.g. lodger, room-mate, employee).  
A person living alone is always a non-family person.

    FM_CH_6    Under six years of age
    FM_CH614    6 to 14 years
    FM_CH1517    15 to 17 years
    FM_CH1824    18 to 24 years
    FM_CH25_    25 years and over
FM_AVCH Average number of children at home per census family: It is calculated using the 

total number of children at home and the total number of families.

FM_PH_P Total number of persons in private households by living arrangements: i.e.,  the 
classification of persons in terms of whether they are members of a family 
household or of a non-family household, and whether they are family or non-family 
persons.
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Variable Name Description
    FM_NF_P     Number of non-family persons: Non-family persons refer to household members 

who do not belong to a census family. They may be related to Person 1 (e.g. Person 
1's sister, brother-in-law, cousin, grandparent), or unrelated to Person 1 (e.g. 
lodger, room-mate, employee). A person living alone is always a non-family person.

        FM_NF_P_R       Living with relatives, but non-relatives may be present.
        FM_NF_P_N       Living with non-relatives only
        FM_NF_P_A       Living alone
    FM_P    Number of census family persons
FM_P65_ Total number of persons 65 years and over in private households
    FM_NF_P65    Number of persons not in census families aged 65 years and over
        FM_N_P65R       Living with relatives
        FM_N_P65N       Living with non-relatives only
        FM_N_P65A       Living alone
    FM_FM_P65    Number of census family persons aged 65 years and over
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                                     Household  

Variable Name Description
HH_TOT Total - Private households by household size. A private household is a person or a 

group of persons, who occupy the same private dwelling unit,  share household 
expenditure and do not have a usual place of residence elsewhere in Canada. It may 
consist of a family group (census family) with or without other non-family persons, of 
two or more families sharing a dwelling, of a group of unrelated  persons (for example 
house staff),  or  of  one  person  living  alone.  Household  members  who  are  
temporarily  absent   are  considered  as  part  of  their  usual  household.  Every person 
is a member of one and only one household. Communal and establishment 
accommodation are not taken as households. Households with several domiciles may 
be counted several times under circumstances.

    HH_1P   1 person
    HH_2P   2 persons
    HH_3P   3 persons
    HH_4P   4 persons
    HH_5P   5 or more persons
HH_NUMPINH Number of persons in private households
HH_AVGPINH Average number of persons in private households
HH_TOTHH Total - Private households by household type,: i.e., a category to which a person living 

alone or a group of persons occupying the same dwelling belong. There are two 
categories: non-family households and family households. A non-family household 
consists either of one person living alone or of two or more persons who share a 
dwelling, but do not constitute a family (e.g., a couple with or without children). Family 
households are divided into two subcategories: one-family households and multiple-
family households. A one-family household consists of a single family (e.g., a couple 
with or without children). A multiple-family household is made up of two or more 
families occupying the same dwelling.

    HH_ONEFMHH    One-family households: It refers to a single census family (with or without other non-
family persons) that occupies a private dwelling.

        HH_CP_NC     Without children in a census family
        HH_CP_CH     With children in a census family
    HH_MULFMHH   Multiple-family households: It refers to a household in which two or more census 

families (with or without additional non-family persons) occupy the same private 
dwelling.

    HH_NOFMHH   Non-family households: It refers either one person living alone in a private dwelling or 
to a group of two or more people who share a private dwelling, but who do not 
constitute a census family.

        HH_NOFMHH1     One-person households
        HH_NOFMHH2     Two-or-more person non-census-family households
HH_TOT_A Total -  Owner and tenant households with household total income greater than zero, 

in non-farm, non-reserve private dwellings by shelter-cost-to-income ratio

    HH_REOW_30   Spending less than 30% of total income on shelter costs
    HH_REOW30   Spending 30% or more of total income on shelter costs
        HH_REOW99     Spending 30% to less than 100% of household total income on shelter costs
HH_OWN Total - Owner households in non-farm, non-reserve private dwellings
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                                     Household  

Variable Name Description
    HH_PMORT   % of owner households with a mortgage
    HH_POWN30   % of owner households spending 30% or more of its income on shelter costs
HH_RENT Total - Tenant households in non-farm, non-reserve private dwellings
    HH_PRENT   % of tenant households in subsidized housing
    HH_PRENT30   % of tenant households spending 30% or more of its income on shelter costs
    HH_MRENT   Median monthly shelter costs for rented dwellings ($)
    HH_ARENT   Average monthly shelter costs for rented dwellings ($):  Include total of all shelter 

expenses paid by households that rent their dwelling. Gross rent includes, where 
applicable, the monthly rent and the costs of electricity, heat, water and other 
municipal services.
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                                        Dwelling

Variable Name Description
DW_TOT Total - Occupied private dwellings by structural type of dwelling
    DW_SINGLE   Single-detached house: A single dwelling not attached to any other dwelling or 

structure (except its own garage or shed). A single - detached house has open space on 
all sides, and has no dwellings either above it or below it.

    DW_APT5_   Apartment, building that has five or more storeys: A dwelling unit in a high-rise 
apartment building which has five or more storeys.

    DW_OT   Other attached dwelling
        DW_SEMI     Semi-detached house: One of two dwellings attached side by side (or back to front) 

to each other, but not to any other dwelling or structure (except its own garage or 
shed). A semidetached dwelling has no dwellings either above it or below it, and the 
two units together have open space on all sides.

        DW_ROW     Row house: One of three or more dwellings joined side by side (or occasionally side 
to back), such as a town house or garden home, but not having any other dwellings 
either above or below.

        DW_DUP     Apartment, detached duplex: One of two dwellings, located one above the other, 
may or may not be attached to other dwellings or buildings.

        DW_APT_5     Apartment, building that has fewer than five storeys: A dwelling unit attached to 
other dwelling units, or other non-residential space in a building that has fewer than 
five storeys.

        DW_OT_SING     Other single-attached house: A single dwelling that is attached to another building 
and that does not fall into any of the other categories, such as a single dwelling 
attached to a nonresidential structure (e.g., a store or a church) or occasionally to 
another residential structure (e.g., an apartment building).

    DW_MOVA     Movable dwelling: A single dwelling, designed and constructed to be transported on 
its own chassis and capable of being moved to a new location on short notice. It may 
be placed temporarily on a foundation, such as blocks, posts or a prepared pad (which 
may be covered by a skirt). Includes mobile homes and other movable dwellings such 
as houseboats and railroad cars.

DW_TOTDWL5 Total - Private households by tenure
    DW_OWNED   Owned: Some member of the household owns the dwelling.
    DW_RENTED   Rented: Some member of the household rents the dwelling.
    DW_BANDH   Band housing: Refers to the dwelling that is Band housing (on an Indian reserve or 

settlement).
DW_TOTDWL6 Total - Occupied private dwellings by condominium status.  A condominium is a 

residential complex in which dwellings are owned individually while land and common 
elements are held in joint ownership with others.

    DW_PTCON   Condominium
    DW_NPTCON   Not condominium
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                                        Dwelling

Variable Name Description
DW_TOTDWL4 Total - Occupied private dwellings by number of bedrooms . Bedrooms refer to rooms 

in a private dwelling that are designed mainly for sleeping purposes even if they are 
now used for other purposes, such as guest rooms and television rooms. Also included 
are rooms used as bedrooms now, even if they were not originally built as bedrooms, 
such as bedrooms in a finished basement. Bedrooms exclude rooms designed for 
another use during the day such as dining rooms and living rooms even if they may be 
used for sleeping purposes at night. By definition, one-room private dwellings such as 
studio apartments have zero bedrooms.

    DW_BRM0    No bedrooms
    DW_BRM1    1 bedroom
    DW_BRM2    2 bedrooms
    DW_BRM3    3 bedrooms
    DW_BRM4_    4 or more bedrooms
DW_TOTDWL3  Total - Occupied private dwellings by number of rooms
    DW_RM_4    1 to 4 rooms
    DW_RM5    5 rooms
    DW_RM6    6 rooms
    DW_RM7    7 rooms
    DW_RM8_    8 or more rooms
DW_ARMSPDW Average number of rooms per dwelling: A room is an enclosed area within a dwelling 

which is finished and suitable for year-round living. Includes the kitchen, bedrooms, 
and finished rooms in the attic or basement. It excludes bathrooms, halls, vestibules 
and rooms used solely for business purposes.

DW_TOTDWL9  Total - Private households by number of persons per room
    DW_PPR_1    One person or fewer per room
    DW_PPR2_    More than 1 person per room
DW_TOTDWLA Total - Private households by housing suitability .  Housing suitability refers to whether 

a private household is living in suitable accommodations according to the National 
Occupancy Standard (NOS); that is, whether the dwelling has enough bedrooms for the 
size and composition of the household. A household is deemed to be living in suitable 
accommodations if its dwelling has enough bedrooms, as calculated using the National 
Occupancy Standard. Housing suitability assesses the required number of bedrooms 
for a household based on the age, sex, and relationships among household members. 
Housing suitability and the National Occupancy Standard (NOS) on which it is based 
were developed by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) through 
consultations with provincial housing agencies.

    DW_SUIT    Suitable
    DW_NSUIT    Not suitable
DW_TOTDWL2  Total - Occupied private dwellings by period of construction
    DW_CON_60    1960 or before
    DW_CON6180    1961 to 1980
    DW_CON8190    1981 to 1990
    DW_CON9100    1991 to 2000
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                                        Dwelling

Variable Name Description
    DW_CON0105    2001 to 2005
    DW_CON0610    2006 to 2010
    DW_CON1116    2011 to 2016
    DW_CON17_    2017 and after
DW_TOTDWLG Total- Occupied private dwellings by dwelling condition.  A private dwelling referes a 

separate set of living quarters which has a private entrance either directly from 
outside or from a common hall, lobby, vestibule or stairway leading to the outside, and 
in which a person or a group of persons live permanently. Also included are private 
dwellings whose usual residents are temporarily absent. Unless otherwise specified, all 
data are for occupied private dwellings, rather than for unoccupied private dwellings 
or dwellings occupied solely by foreign and/or temporary residents.

    DW_REGMIN   Only regular maintenance or minor repairs needed: Regular maintenance refers to, in 
the judgement of the respondent, the dwelling requires any repairs (excluding 
desirable remodelling or additions). Minor repairs refer to, in the judgement of the 
respondent, the dwelling requires minor repairs, include deficiencies in the surface or 
covering materials of the dwelling and less serious deficiencies in the plumbing, 
electrical and heating systems. Examples include small cracks in interior walls and 
ceilings, broken light fixtures and switches, cracked or broken panes, leaking sinks, 
missing shingles or siding, and peeling paint.

    DW_MAJORRE   Major repairs needed: Refers to, in the judgement of the respondent, the dwelling 
requires major repairs (excluding desirable remodelling or additions), include serious 
deficiencies in the structural condition of the dwelling, as well as the plumbing, 
electrical and heating systems. Examples include corroded pipes, damaged electrical 
wiring, sagging floors, bulging walls, damp walls and ceilings, and crumbling 
foundation.DW_TOTDWL7 Total - Private households by number of household maintainers. Household maintainer 
refers to whether or not a person residing in the household is responsible for paying 
the rent, or the mortgage, or the taxes, or the electricity or other services or utilities. 
Where a number of people may contribute to the payments, more than one person in 
the household may be identified as a household maintainer.

    DW_MT1    1 household maintainer
    DW_MT2    2 household maintainers
    DW_MT3_    3 or more household maintainers
DW_TOTDWL8  Total - Private households by age of primary household maintainers
    DW_MT_25    15 to 24 years
    DW_MT2534    25 to 34 years
    DW_MT3544    35 to 44 years
    DW_MT4554    45 to 54 years
    DW_MT5564    55 to 64 years
    DW_MT6574    65 to 74 years
    DW_MT7584    75 to 84 years
    DW_MT85_    85 years and over
    DW_MCOST    Median monthly shelter costs for owned dwellings ($)
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                                        Dwelling

Variable Name Description
    DW_ACOST   Average monthly shelter costs for owned dwellings ($): Includes all shelter expenses 

paid by households that own their dwelling. The owner's major payments include, 
where applicable, the mortgage payment, the costs of electricity, heat, water and 
other municipal services, property taxes and condominium fees.

    DW_MVALUE    Median value of dwellings ($)
    DW_AVALUE Average value of dwelling $: Refers to the dollar amount expected by the owner if the 

dwelling were to be sold. It is the value of the entire dwelling, including the value of 
the land it  is  on  and  of  any  other  structure,  such  as  a  garage,  which  is  on  the  
property.  If  the dwelling  is  located  in  a  building  which  contains  several  dwellings,  
or  a  combination  of residential  and  business  premises,  all  of  which  the  
household  owns,  the  value  is estimated as a portion of the market value that applies 
only to the dwelling in which the household resides.  
We used the following additional data sources to update the self-reported dwelling 
value in Census 2011 which is mostly in line with the value in property tax assessment:
1) Quarterly House Price Survey (December 2014) from Royal Lepage
3) Monthly housing statistics (December 2014) from the Canadian Real Estate 
Association. 
Our value is close to the market value.
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                                  Education  

Variable Name Description

ED_15HL Total - Highest certificate, diploma or degree for the population aged 15 years 
and over in private households

    ED_15NC   No certificate, diploma or degree
    ED_15HSC   Secondary (high) school diploma or equivalency certificate
    ED_15POS   Postsecondary certificate, diploma or degree
        ED_15TRC     Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma
            ED_15TRCON       Trades certificate or diploma other than Certificate of Apprenticeship or 

Certificate of Qualification
            ED_15APP       Certificate of Apprenticeship or Certificate of Qualification
        ED_15COL     College, CEGEP or other non-university certificate or diploma
        ED_15UD_B     University certificate or diploma below bachelor level
        ED_15UD     University certificate, diploma or degree at bachelor level or above
            ED_15BD       Bachelor's degree
            ED_15BDPL       University certificate or diploma above bachelor level
            ED_15MED       Degree in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine or optometry
            ED_15MAS       Master's degree
            ED_15DOC       Earned doctorate
ED_24HL Total - Highest certificate, diploma or degree for the population aged 15 -24 years 

and over in private households
    ED_24NC   No certificate, diploma or degree
    ED_24HSC   Secondary (high) school diploma or equivalency certificate
    ED_24POS   Postsecondary certificate, diploma or degree
        ED_24TRC     Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma
            ED_24TRCON       Trades certificate or diploma other than Certificate of Apprenticeship or 

Certificate of Qualification
            ED_24APP       Certificate of Apprenticeship or Certificate of Qualification
        ED_24COL     College, CEGEP or other non-university certificate or diploma
        ED_24UD_B     University certificate or diploma below bachelor level
        ED_24UD     University certificate, diploma or degree at bachelor level or above
            ED_24BD       Bachelor's degree
            ED_24BDPL       University certificate or diploma above bachelor level
            ED_24MED       Degree in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine or optometry
            ED_24MAS       Master's degree
            ED_24DOC       Earned doctorate
ED_64HL Total - Highest certificate, diploma or degree for the population aged 25 to 64 

years in private households
    ED_64NC   No certificate, diploma or degree

"Highest certificate, diploma or degree" refers to the highest certificate, diploma or degree completed 
based on a hierarchy which is generally related to the amount of time spent 'in-class.' For postsecondary 
completers, a university education is considered to be a higher level of schooling than a college education, 
while a college education is considered to be a higher level of education than in the trades. Although some 
trades requirements may take as long or longer to complete than a given college or university program, the 
majority of time is spent in on-the-job paid training and less time is spent in the classroom.
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Variable Name Description
    ED_64HSC   Secondary (high) school diploma or equivalency certificate
    ED_64POS   Postsecondary certificate, diploma or degree
        ED_64TRC     Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma
            ED_64TRCON       Trades certificate or diploma other than Certificate of Apprenticeship or 

Certificate of Qualification
            ED_64APP       Certificate of Apprenticeship or Certificate of Qualification
        ED_64COL     College, CEGEP or other non-university certificate or diploma
        ED_64UD_B     University certificate or diploma below bachelor level
        ED_64UD     University certificate, diploma or degree at bachelor level or above
            ED_64BD       Bachelor's degree
            ED_64BDPL       University certificate or diploma above bachelor level
            ED_64MED       Degree in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine or optometry
            ED_64MAS       Master's degree
            ED_64DOC       Earned doctorate
ED_65HL Total - Highest certificate, diploma or degree for the population aged 65 years 

and over  in private households
    ED_65NC   No certificate, diploma or degree
    ED_65HSC   Secondary (high) school diploma or equivalency certificate
    ED_65POS   Postsecondary certificate, diploma or degree
        ED_65TRC     Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma
            ED_65TRCON       Trades certificate or diploma other than Certificate of Apprenticeship or 

Certificate of Qualification
            ED_65APP       Certificate of Apprenticeship or Certificate of Qualification
        ED_65COL     College, CEGEP or other non-university certificate or diploma
        ED_65UD_B     University certificate or diploma below bachelor level
        ED_65UD     University certificate, diploma or degree at bachelor level or above
            ED_65BD       Bachelor's degree
            ED_65BDPL       University certificate or diploma above bachelor level
            ED_65MED       Degree in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine or optometry
            ED_65MAS       Master's degree
            ED_65DOC       Earned doctorate
ED_MJ Total - Major field of study - Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) 2016 

for the population aged 15 years and over in private households. It is collected 
for the highest certificate, diploma or degree above the high school or secondary 
school level 

    ED_MJNPC   No postsecondary certificate, diploma or degree
    ED_MJEDU   Education
    ED_MJART   Visual and performing arts, and communications technologies
    ED_MJHM   Humanities
    ED_MJSSC   Social and behavioural sciences and law
    ED_MJADM   Business, management and public administration
    ED_MJPHY   Physical and life sciences and technologies
    ED_MJMATH   Mathematics, computer and information sciences
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Variable Name Description
    ED_MJARC   Architecture, engineering, and related technologies
    ED_MJAGR   Agriculture, natural resources and conservation
    ED_MJHLH   Health and related fields
    ED_MJPPT   Personal, protective and transportation services
    ED_MJNEC   Other
ED_FMJ Total - Major field of study - Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) 2016 

for the population aged 15 years and over in private households - Female

    ED_FMJNPC   No postsecondary certificate, diploma or degree
    ED_FMJEDU   Education
    ED_FMJART   Visual and performing arts, and communications technologies
    ED_FMJHM   Humanities
    ED_FMJSSC   Social and behavioural sciences and law
    ED_FMJADM   Business, management and public administration
    ED_FMJPHY   Physical and life sciences and technologies
    ED_FMJMATH   Mathematics, computer and information sciences
    ED_FMJARC   Architecture, engineering, and related technologies
    ED_FMJAGR   Agriculture, natural resources and conservation
    ED_FMJHLH   Health and related fields
    ED_FMJPPT   Personal, protective and transportation services
    ED_FMJNEC   Other
ED_MMJ Total - Major field of study - Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) 2016 

for the population aged 15 years and over in private households - Male

    ED_MMJNPC   No postsecondary certificate, diploma or degree
    ED_MMJEDU   Education
    ED_MMJART   Visual and performing arts, and communications technologies
    ED_MMJHM   Humanities
    ED_MMJSSC   Social and behavioural sciences and law
    ED_MMJADM   Business, management and public administration
    ED_MMJPHY   Physical and life sciences and technologies
    ED_MMJMATH   Mathematics, computer and information sciences
    ED_MMJARC   Architecture, engineering, and related technologies
    ED_MMJAGR   Agriculture, natural resources and conservation
    ED_MMJHLH   Health and related fields
    ED_MMJPPT   Personal, protective and transportation services
    ED_MMJNEC   Other
ED_15LOC Total - Location of study compared with province or territory of residence with 

countries outside Canada for the population aged 15 years and over in private 
households

    ED_LOCNPC   No postsecondary certificate, diploma or degree
    ED_LOCC   Postsecondary certificate, diploma or degree
        ED_CANADA     Location of study inside Canada
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Variable Name Description
            ED_SAMEPR       Same as province or territory of residence
            ED_OTPR       Different than province or territory of residence
        ED_OUTCAN     Location of study outside Canada
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                                   Visible Minority

Variable Name Description
MN_TOT Total - Visible minority for the population in private households.  Visible minorities are 

persons, other than Aboriginal peoples, who are non-Caucasian in race or non-white in 
colour

    MN_VIS   Total visible minority population
        MN_SASIAN     South Asian
        MN_CHINESE     Chinese
        MN_BLACK     Black
        MN_FILIPIN     Filipino
        MN_LAMER     Latin American
        MN_ARAB_     Arab
        MN_SEASIA_     Southeast Asian
        MN_WASIAN     West Asian
        MN_KOREAN     Korean
        MN_JAPANE     Japanese
        MN_NIE     Visible minority, n.i.e. Includes respondents who reported a write-in response 

classified as a visible minority such as 'Polynesian', 'Guyanese', 'Mauritian', etc.

        MN_MULT     Multiple visible minorities. Includes respondents who reported more than one 
visible minority group by checking two or more mark-in circles, e.g. 'Black' and 'South 
Asian'.

    MN_OT   Not a visible minority.  Includes respondents who reported 'Yes' to  Aboriginal (self-
reporting) as well as respondents who were not considered to be members of a visible 
minority group.
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                                      Immigration

Variable Name Description
IM_TOT2 Total - Citizenship for the population in private households. Citizenship can be by 

birth or naturalization. A person may have more than one citizenship. A person may 
be stateless, that is, they may have no citizenship.

    IM_CAN   Canadian citizens.  Includes those who reported dual citizenship including Canadian.
        IM_CAN_18     Canadian citizens aged under 18
        IM_CAN18_     Canadian citizens aged 18 and over
    IM_OT   Not Canadian citizens
IM_TOT Total - Immigrant status and period of immigration for the population in private 

households. Period of immigration refers to the period in which the immigrant first 
obtained his or her landed immigrant/permanent resident status. A landed 
immigrant/permanent resident refers to a person who has been granted the right to 
live permanently in Canada by immigration authorities.

    IM_NIMM   Non-immigrants. Refer to persons who are Canadian citizens by birth.
    IM_CNTRY   Immigrants. An immigrant refers to a person who is or has ever been a landed 

immigrant/permanent resident. This person has been granted the right to live in 
Canada permanently by immigration authorities. Some immigrants have resided in 
Canada for a number of years, while others have arrived recently. Some immigrants 
are Canadian citizens, while others are not. Most immigrants are born outside 
Canada, but a small number are born in Canada.

        IM_81     Before 1981
        IM_81_90     1981 to 1990
        IM_91_00     1991 to 2000
        IM_01_10     2001 to 2010
            IM_01_05       2001 to 2005
            IM_06_10       2006 to 2010
        IM_11_16     2011 to 2016
        IM_17_     2017 and after
    IM_NPRES   Non-permanent residents.  A non-permanent resident refers to a person from 

another country who has a work or study permit, or who is a refugee claimant, and 
any non-Canadian-born family member living in Canada with them.

IM_TOTAGE Total - Age at immigration for the immigrant population in private households. Refers 
to the age at which the respondent first obtained landed immigrant status. A landed 
immigrant is a person who has been granted the right to live in Canada permanently 
by immigration authorities

    IM_AGE0_4   Under 5 years
    IM_AGE5_14   5 to 14 years
    IM_AGE1524   15 to 24 years
    IM_AGE2544   25 to 44 years
    IM_AGE45_   45 years and over
IM_CNTRY2 Total - Selected places of birth for the immigrant population in private households

    IM_AMERICA   Americas
        IM_SBRAZIL     Brazil
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        IM_SCOLOM     Colombia
        IM_SSAL     El Salvador
        IM_SGUY     Guyana
        IM_SHAITI     Haiti
        IM_SJAM     Jamaica
        IM_SMEX     Mexico
        IM_SPERU     Peru
        IM_STRIN     Trinidad and Tobago
        IM_SUS     United States
        IM_SOAMERI     Other places of birth in Americas
    IM_SEURO   Europe
        IM_SBOSN     Bosnia and Herzegovina
        IM_SCROT     Croatia
        IM_SFR     France
        IM_SGERM     Germany
        IM_SGR     Greece
        IM_SHUNG     Hungary
        IM_SIREL     Ireland
        IM_SITALY     Italy
        IM_SDUTCH     Netherlands
        IM_SPOL     Poland
        IM_SPORT     Portugal
        IM_SROM     Romania
        IM_SRUS     Russian Federation
        IM_SSERB     Serbia
        IM_SUKR     Ukraine
        IM_SUK     United Kingdom. Includes Scotland, Wales, England and Northern Ireland (excludes 

Isle of Man, the Channel Islands and British Overseas Territories).

        IM_SOEURO     Other places of birth in Europe
    IM_SAFRI   Africa
        IM_SALGER     Algeria
        IM_SEGYP     Egypt
        IM_SETHIOP     Ethiopia
        IM_SKENYA     Kenya
        IM_SMOROC     Morocco
        IM_SNIGER     Nigeria
        IM_SSOMALI     Somalia
        IM_SAFRICA     South Africa, Republic of
        IM_OAFRIC     Other places of birth in Africa
    IM_ASIA   Asia
        IM_SAFGHA     Afghanistan
        IM_SBANGL     Bangladesh
        IM_SCHINA     China
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        IM_SHK     Hong Kong
        IM_SINDIA     India
        IM_SRAN     Iran
        IM_SIRAQ     Iraq
        IM_SJAPAN     Japan
        IM_SKOREA     Korea, South
        IM_SLEB     Lebanon
        IM_SPAK     Pakistan
        IM_SPHL     Philippines
        IM_SRIL     Sri Lanka
        IM_SSYRIA     Syria
        IM_STAIWAN     Taiwan
        IM_SVIET     Viet Nam
        IM_SOASIA     Other places of birth in Asia
    IM_SOCEAN   Oceania and other places of birth
IM_SRECENT Total - Selected places of birth for the recent immigrant population in private 

households. Recent immigrants are immigrants who landed in Canada in the last 5 
years

    IM_RSAMERI   Americas
        IM_RSBRAZ     Brazil
        IM_RSCOLOM     Colombia
        IM_RSCUBA     Cuba
        IM_RSHAITI     Haiti
        IM_RSJAM     Jamaica
        IM_RSMEX     Mexico
        IM_RSUS     United States
        IM_RSVENEZ     Venezuela
        IM_RSOTAM     Other places of birth in Americas
    IM_RSEURO   Europe
        IM_RSFR     France
        IM_RSGERM     Germany
        IM_RSIREL     Ireland
        IM_RMOLDOV     Moldova
        IM_RSROM     Romania
        IM_RSRUS     Russian Federation
        IM_RSUKR     Ukraine
        IM_RSUK     United Kingdom
        IM_ROEURO     Other places of birth in Europe
    IM_RAFRI   Africa
        IM_RSALGER     Algeria
        IM_RSCAMER     Cameroon
        IM_RSCONGO     Congo, Democratic Republic of the
        IM_RSCOTE     Côte d'Ivoire
        IM_RSEGYP     Egypt
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        IM_RSERITR     Eritrea
        IM_RSETHIO     Ethiopia
        IM_RSMOROC     Morocco
        IM_RSNIGER     Nigeria
        IM_RSOMALI     Somalia
        IM_RSAFRIC     South Africa, Republic of
        IM_RSTUNIS     Tunisia
        IM_ROAFRIC     Other places of birth in Africa
    IM_RASIA   Asia
        IM_RSAFGHA     Afghanistan
        IM_RSBANGL     Bangladesh
        IM_RSCHINA     China
        IM_RSHK     Hong Kong
        IM_RSINDIA     India
        IM_RSIRAN     Iran
        IM_RSIRAQ     Iraq
        IM_RSISRA     Israel
        IM_RSJAPAN     Japan
        IM_RSKOREA     Korea, South
        IM_RSLEB     Lebanon
        IM_RSNEPA     Nepal
        IM_RSPAK     Pakistan
        IM_RSPHL     Philippines
        IM_RSSAUDI     Saudi Arabia
        IM_RSRIL     Sri Lanka
        IM_RSSYRIA     Syria
        IM_RSTW     Taiwan
        IM_RSTURKE     Turkey
        IM_RSUARAB     United Arab Emirates
        IM_RSVIET     Viet Nam
        IM_RSOASIA     Other places of birth in Asia
    IM_RSOCEAN   Oceania and other
        IM_RSAUSTR     Australia
        IM_RSOTPL     Other places of birth
IM_TOTGEN Total - Generation status for the population in private households. Generation Status 

Generation status, i.e. '1st', '2nd', or '3rd+' generation, refers to whether the 
respondent or the respondent's parents were born in or outside Canada

    IM_GEN1   First generation. Refers to persons born outside Canada.
    IM_GEN2   Second generation. Refers to persons born inside Canada with at least one parent 

born outside Canada.
    IM_GEN3   Third generation or more. Refers to persons born inside Canada with both parents 

born inside Canada.
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                                      Immigration

Variable Name Description
IM_CAT Total - Admission category and applicant type for the immigrant population in private 

households who landed between 1980 and 2016

    IM_ECON   Economic immigrants
        IM_PRIN     Principal applicants
        IM_SEC     Secondary applicants
    IM_SPON   Immigrants sponsored by family
    IM_REFUGEE   Refugees
    IM_OTHER   Other immigrants
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                    Home Language

Variable Name Description Data Set

HL_TOT Total - Language spoken most often at home for the total 
population excluding institutional residents

pc_hl1_19

    HL_SINGLE   Single responses pc_hl1_19
        HL_OFFICIA     Official languages pc_hl1_19
            HL_ENGLISH       English pc_hl1_19
            HL_FRENCH       French pc_hl1_19
        HL_NOFFICI     Non-official languages pc_hl1_19
            HL_ABOR       Aboriginal languages pc_hl1_19
                HL_ALGONQU         Algonquian languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_BLACKFO           Blackfoot pc_hl1_19
                    HL_CREE           Cree-Montagnais languages pc_hl1_19
                        HL_ATIK             Atikamekw pc_hl1_19
                        HL_MONTAG             Montagnais (Innu) pc_hl1_19
                        HL_MOOSECR             Moose Cree pc_hl1_19
                        HL_NASKAPI             Naskapi pc_hl1_19
                        HL_NECREE             Northern East Cree pc_hl1_19
                        HL_PLAINS             Plains Cree pc_hl1_19
                        HL_SECREE             Southern East Cree pc_hl1_19
                        HL_SWAMPY             Swampy Cree pc_hl1_19
                        HL_WOODS             Woods Cree pc_hl1_19
                        HL_CREEN             Cree, n.o.s. pc_hl1_19
                    HL_EALGONQ           Eastern Algonquian languages pc_hl1_19
                        HL_MALECIT             Malecite pc_hl1_19
                        HL_MICMAC             Mi'kmaq pc_hl1_19
                    HL_OJIBWAY           Ojibway-Potawatomi languages pc_hl1_19
                        HL_ALGONQ             Algonquin pc_hl1_19
                        HL_OJIBWA             Ojibway pc_hl1_19
                        HL_OJICR             Oji-Cree pc_hl1_19
                        HL_OTTAWA             Ottawa (Odawa) pc_hl1_19
                    HL_ALGONQN           Algonquian languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                HL_ATHABAS         Athabaskan languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_NATHABA           Northern Athabaskan languages pc_hl1_19
                        HL_BABINE             Babine (Wetsuwet'en) pc_hl1_19
                        HL_BEAVER             Beaver pc_hl1_19
                        HL_CARRIER             Carrier pc_hl1_19
                        HL_CHILCOT             Chilcotin pc_hl1_19
                        HL_DENE             Dene pc_hl1_19
                        HL_DOGRIB             Dogrib (Tlicho) pc_hl1_19
                        HL_GWICHI             Gwich'in pc_hl1_19
                        HL_SARSI             Sarsi (Sarcee) pc_hl1_19
                        HL_SEKANI             Sekani pc_hl1_19

Home language refers to the language spoken most often or on a regular basis at home by the 
individual
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Variable Name Description Data Set
                        HL_SLAVEY             Slavey-Hare languages pc_hl1_19
                            HL_NSLAVEY               North Slavey (Hare) pc_hl1_19
                            HL_SSLAVEY               South Slavey pc_hl1_19
                            HL_SLAVEYN               Slavey, n.o.s. pc_hl1_19
                        HL_TAHLTAN             Tahltan languages pc_hl1_19
                            HL_KASKA               Kaska (Nahani) pc_hl1_19
                            HL_TAHLTA1               Tahltan pc_hl1_19
                        HL_TUTCHON             Tutchone languages pc_hl1_19
                            HL_NTUTCHO               Northern Tutchone pc_hl1_19
                            HL_STUTCHO               Southern Tutchone pc_hl1_19
                    HL_ATHABAN           Athabaskan languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                HL_HAIDA         Haida pc_hl1_19
                HL_INUIT         Inuit languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_INUINNA           Inuinnaqtun (Inuvialuktun) pc_hl1_19
                    HL_INUKT           Inuktitut pc_hl1_19
                    HL_INUITN           Inuit languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                HL_IROQUOI         Iroquoian languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_CAYUGA           Cayuga pc_hl1_19
                    HL_MOHAWK           Mohawk pc_hl1_19
                    HL_ONEIDA           Oneida pc_hl1_19
                    HL_IROQUON           Iroquoian languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                HL_KUTENAI         Kutenai pc_hl1_19
                HL_MICHIF         Michif pc_hl1_19
                HL_SALISH         Salish languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_COMOX           Comox pc_hl1_19
                    HL_HALKOME           Halkomelem pc_hl1_19
                    HL_LILLOOE           Lillooet pc_hl1_19
                    HL_OKANAGA           Okanagan pc_hl1_19
                    HL_SHUSWAP           Shuswap (Secwepemctsin) pc_hl1_19
                    HL_SQUAMIS           Squamish pc_hl1_19
                    HL_STRAITS           Straits pc_hl1_19
                    HL_THOMPSO           Thompson (Ntlakapamux) pc_hl1_19
                    HL_SALISHN           Salish languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                HL_SIOUAN         Siouan languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_DAKOTA           Dakota pc_hl1_19
                    HL_STONEY           Stoney pc_hl1_19
                    HL_SIOUANN           Siouan languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                HL_TLINGIT         Tlingit pc_hl1_19
                HL_TSIMSHI         Tsimshian languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_GITXSAN           Gitxsan (Gitksan) pc_hl1_19
                    HL_NISGA_A           Nisga'a pc_hl1_19
                    HL_TSIMSH           Tsimshian pc_hl1_19
                HL_WAKASHA         Wakashan languages pc_hl1_19
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                    HL_HAISLA           Haisla pc_hl1_19
                    HL_HEILTSU           Heiltsuk pc_hl1_19
                    HL_KWAKIUT           Kwakiutl (Kwak'wala) pc_hl1_19
                    HL_NUUCHA           Nuu-chah-nulth (Nootka) pc_hl1_19
                    HL_WAKASHN           Wakashan languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                HL_ABORIGN         Aboriginal languages, n.o.s. pc_hl1_19
            HL_NABOR       Non-Aboriginal languages pc_hl1_19
                HL_AFROASI         Afro-Asiatic languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_BERBER           Berber languages pc_hl1_19
                        HL_KABYLE             Kabyle pc_hl1_19
                        HL_BERBERN             Berber languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                    HL_CUSHITI           Cushitic languages pc_hl1_19
                        HL_BILEN             Bilen pc_hl1_19
                        HL_OROMO             Oromo pc_hl1_19
                        HL_SOMALI             Somali pc_hl1_19
                        HL_CUSHITN             Cushitic languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                    HL_SEMITIC           Semitic languages pc_hl1_19
                        HL_AMHAR             Amharic pc_hl1_19
                        HL_ARABIC             Arabic pc_hl1_19
                        HL_ASSYRIA             Assyrian Neo-Aramaic pc_hl1_19
                        HL_CHALDEA             Chaldean Neo-Aramaic pc_hl1_19
                        HL_HARARI             Harari pc_hl1_19
                        HL_HEBREW             Hebrew pc_hl1_19
                        HL_MALTESE             Maltese pc_hl1_19
                        HL_TIGRIG             Tigrigna pc_hl1_19
                        HL_SEMITIN             Semitic languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                    HL_AFROASN           Afro-Asiatic languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                HL_AUSASIA         Austro-Asiatic languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_KHMER           Khmer (Cambodian) pc_hl1_19
                    HL_VIETNA           Vietnamese pc_hl1_19
                    HL_AUSASIN           Austro-Asiatic languages, n.i.e pc_hl1_19
                HL_AUSTRON         Austronesian languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_BIKOL           Bikol pc_hl1_19
                    HL_CEBUANO           Cebuano pc_hl1_19
                    HL_FIJIAN           Fijian pc_hl1_19
                    HL_HILIGAY           Hiligaynon pc_hl1_19
                    HL_ILOCNO           Ilocano pc_hl1_19
                    HL_MALAGAS           Malagasy pc_hl1_19
                    HL_MALAY           Malay pc_hl1_19
                    HL_PAMPANG           Pampangan (Kapampangan, Pampango) pc_hl1_19
                    HL_PANGASI           Pangasinan pc_hl1_19
                    HL_TAGAL           Tagalog (Pilipino, Filipino) pc_hl1_19
                    HL_WARAY           Waray-Waray pc_hl1_19
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                    HL_AUSTROE           Austronesian languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                HL_CREOLE         Creole languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_HAITIAN           Haitian Creole pc_hl1_19
                    HL_CREOLES           Creole, n.o.s. pc_hl1_19
                    HL_CREOLEN           Creole languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                HL_DRAVIDI         Dravidian languages pc_hl1_19
                    HL_KANNADA           Kannada pc_hl1_19
                    HL_MALAYA           Malayalam pc_hl1_19
                    HL_TAMIL           Tamil pc_hl1_19
                    HL_TELUGU           Telugu pc_hl1_19
                    HL_DRAVIDN           Dravidian languages, n.i.e. pc_hl1_19
                HL_HMONG         Hmong-Mien languages pc_hl1_19
                HL_INDOEU         Indo-European languages pc_hl2_19
                    HL_ALBAN           Albanian pc_hl2_19
                    HL_ARMENI           Armenian pc_hl2_19
                    HL_BALTO           Balto-Slavic languages pc_hl2_19
                        HL_BALTIC             Baltic languages pc_hl2_19
                            HL_LATVIAN               Latvian pc_hl2_19
                            HL_LITHUAN               Lithuanian pc_hl2_19
                        HL_SLAVIC             Slavic languages pc_hl2_19
                            HL_BELARUS               Belarusan pc_hl2_19
                            HL_BOSNI               Bosnian pc_hl2_19
                            HL_BULGAR               Bulgarian pc_hl2_19
                            HL_CROATIA               Croatian pc_hl2_19
                            HL_CZECH               Czech pc_hl2_19
                            HL_MACEDO               Macedonian pc_hl2_19
                            HL_POLISH               Polish pc_hl2_19
                            HL_RUSSIAN               Russian pc_hl2_19
                            HL_SERBIAN               Serbian pc_hl2_19
                            HL_SERBOCR               Serbo-Croatian pc_hl2_19
                            HL_SLOVAK               Slovak pc_hl2_19
                            HL_SLOVENE               Slovene (Slovenian) pc_hl2_19
                            HL_UKRAIN               Ukrainian pc_hl2_19
                            HL_SLAVICN               Slavic languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
                    HL_CELTIC           Celtic languages pc_hl2_19
                        HL_GAELIC             Scottish Gaelic pc_hl2_19
                        HL_WELSH             Welsh pc_hl2_19
                        HL_CELTICN             Celtic languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
                    HL_GERMANI           Germanic languages pc_hl2_19
                        HL_AFRIKA             Afrikaans pc_hl2_19
                        HL_DANISH             Danish pc_hl2_19
                        HL_DUTCH             Dutch pc_hl2_19
                        HL_FRISIAN             Frisian pc_hl2_19
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                        HL_GERMAN             German pc_hl2_19
                        HL_ICELAND             Icelandic pc_hl2_19
                        HL_NORWEG             Norwegian pc_hl2_19
                        HL_SWEDISH             Swedish pc_hl2_19
                        HL_FLEMISH             Vlaams (Flemish) pc_hl2_19
                        HL_YIDDISH             Yiddish pc_hl2_19
                        HL_GERMANN             Germanic languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
                    HL_GREEK           Greek pc_hl2_19
                    HL_INDOIR           Indo-Iranian languages pc_hl2_19
                        HL_INDOAR             Indo-Aryan languages pc_hl2_19
                            HL_BENGALI               Bengali pc_hl2_19
                            HL_GUJARAT               Gujarati pc_hl2_19
                            HL_HINDI               Hindi pc_hl2_19
                            HL_KASHMIR               Kashmiri pc_hl2_19
                            HL_KONKANI               Konkani pc_hl2_19
                            HL_MARATHI               Marathi pc_hl2_19
                            HL_NEPALI               Nepali pc_hl2_19
                            HL_ORIYA               Oriya (Odia) pc_hl2_19
                            HL_PUNJABI               Punjabi (Panjabi) pc_hl2_19
                            HL_SINDHI               Sindhi pc_hl2_19
                            HL_SINHALA               Sinhala (Sinhalese) pc_hl2_19
                            HL_URDU               Urdu pc_hl2_19
                        HL_IRANIAN             Iranian languages pc_hl2_19
                            HL_KURDISH               Kurdish pc_hl2_19
                            HL_PASHTO               Pashto pc_hl2_19
                            HL_PERSIAN               Persian (Farsi) pc_hl2_19
                        HL_INDIRAN             Indo-Iranian languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
                    HL_ITALIC           Italic (Romance) languages pc_hl2_19
                        HL_CATALAN             Catalan pc_hl2_19
                        HL_ITALIAN             Italian pc_hl2_19
                        HL_PORTUG             Portuguese pc_hl2_19
                        HL_ROMANI             Romanian pc_hl2_19
                        HL_SPANISH             Spanish pc_hl2_19
                        HL_ITALICN             Italic (Romance) languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
                HL_JAPANE         Japanese pc_hl2_19
                HL_KARTVEL         Kartvelian languages pc_hl2_19
                    HL_GEORGIA           Georgian pc_hl2_19
                HL_KOREAN         Korean pc_hl2_19
                HL_MONGOLI         Mongolic languages pc_hl2_19
                    HL_MONGOLN           Mongolian pc_hl2_19
                HL_NIGER         Niger-Congo languages pc_hl2_19
                    HL_AKAN           Akan (Twi) pc_hl2_19
                    HL_BAMANAN           Bamanankan pc_hl2_19
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                    HL_EDO           Edo pc_hl2_19
                    HL_EWE           Ewe pc_hl2_19
                    HL_FULAH           Fulah (Pular, Pulaar, Fulfulde) pc_hl2_19
                    HL_GA           Ga pc_hl2_19
                    HL_GANDA           Ganda pc_hl2_19
                    HL_IGBO           Igbo pc_hl2_19
                    HL_LINGALA           Lingala pc_hl2_19
                    HL_RUNDI           Rundi (Kirundi) pc_hl2_19
                    HL_RWANDA           Kinyarwanda (Rwanda) pc_hl2_19
                    HL_SHONA           Shona pc_hl2_19
                    HL_SWAHILI           Swahili pc_hl2_19
                    HL_WOLOF           Wolof pc_hl2_19
                    HL_YORUBA           Yoruba pc_hl2_19
                    HL_NIGERN           Niger-Congo languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
                HL_NILOSAH         Nilo-Saharan languages pc_hl2_19
                    HL_DINKA           Dinka pc_hl2_19
                    HL_NILOSAN           Nilo-Saharan languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
                HL_SIGN         Sign languages pc_hl2_19
                    HL_AMERICA           American Sign Language pc_hl2_19
                    HL_QUEBEC           Quebec Sign Language pc_hl2_19
                    HL_SIGNN           Sign languages, n.i.e pc_hl2_19
                HL_SINOTIB         Sino-Tibetan languages pc_hl2_19
                    HL_CHINESE           Chinese languages pc_hl2_19
                        HL_CANTON             Cantonese pc_hl2_19
                        HL_HAKKA             Hakka pc_hl2_19
                        HL_MANDA             Mandarin pc_hl2_19
                        HL_MINDONG             Min Dong pc_hl2_19
                        HL_TAIWAN             Min Nan (Chaochow, Teochow, Fukien, Taiwanese) pc_hl2_19
                        HL_SHANGHA             Wu (Shanghainese) pc_hl2_19
                        HL_CHINNO             Chinese, n.o.s. pc_hl2_19
                        HL_CHINN             Chinese languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
                    HL_TIBETO           Tibeto-Burman languages pc_hl2_19
                        HL_BURMESE             Burmese pc_hl2_19
                        HL_KARENIC             Karenic languages pc_hl2_19
                        HL_TIBETAN             Tibetan pc_hl2_19
                        HL_TIBETON             Tibeto-Burman languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
                HL_TAIKAD         Tai-Kadai languages pc_hl2_19
                    HL_LAO           Lao pc_hl2_19
                    HL_THAI           Thai pc_hl2_19
                    HL_TAIKADN           Tai-Kadai languages, n.i.e pc_hl2_19
                HL_TURKIC         Turkic languages pc_hl2_19
                    HL_AZERBAI           Azerbaijani pc_hl2_19
                    HL_TURKISH           Turkish pc_hl2_19
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Variable Name Description Data Set
                    HL_UYGHUR           Uyghur pc_hl2_19
                    HL_UZBEK           Uzbek pc_hl2_19
                    HL_TURKICN           Turkic languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
                HL_URALIC         Uralic languages pc_hl2_19
                    HL_ESTONIA           Estonian pc_hl2_19
                    HL_FINNISH           Finnish pc_hl2_19
                    HL_HUNGA           Hungarian pc_hl2_19
                    HL_URALICN           Uralic languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
                HL_OT_LANG         Other languages, n.i.e. pc_hl2_19
    HL_MULTI   Multiple responses pc_hl2_19
        HL_EF     English and French pc_hl2_19
        HL_ENO     English and non-official language pc_hl2_19
        HL_FNO     French and non-official language pc_hl2_19
        HL_EFNO     English, French and non-official language pc_hl2_19
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               Official / Other Home Language

Variable Name Description
                                   Official Language

OL_TOT Total - First official language spoken for the total population excluding institutional 
residents

    OL_E_ON   English
    OL_F_ON   French
    OL_EF   English and French
    OL_NOEF   Neither English nor French
OL_MIN Official language minority (number)
OL_MIN_R Official language minority (percentage)

                                Other Home Language

Variable Name Description

HO_TOT Total - Other language(s) spoken regularly at home for the total population excluding 
institutional residents

    HO_NONE   None
    HO_ENGL   English
    HO_FREN   French
    HO_NOFFIC   Non-official language
        HO_ABOR     Aboriginal
        HO_NONABOR     Non-Aboriginal
    HO_EF   English and French
    HO_ENO   English and non-official language
    HO_FNO   French and non-official language
    HO_EFNO   English, French and non-official language

Other home language refers to the other languages spoken on a regular basis at home
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                Knowledge of Language

Variable Name Description Data Set

KL_TOT Total - Knowledge of official languages for the total population 
excluding institutional residents

pc_kl1_19

    KL_E_ON   English only pc_kl1_19
    KL_F_ON   French only pc_kl1_19
    KL_EF   English and French pc_kl1_19
    KL_NOEF   Neither English nor French pc_kl1_19
    KL_OFFICIA   Official languages pc_kl1_19
        KL_ENGLISH     English pc_kl1_19
        KL_FRENCH     French pc_kl1_19
    KL_NOFFICI   Non-official languages pc_kl1_19
        KL_ABOR     Aboriginal languages pc_kl1_19
            KL_ALGONQU       Algonquian languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_BLACKFO         Blackfoot pc_kl1_19
                KL_CREE         Cree-Montagnais languages pc_kl1_19
                    KL_ATIK           Atikamekw pc_kl1_19
                    KL_MONTAG           Montagnais (Innu) pc_kl1_19
                    KL_MOOSECR           Moose Cree pc_kl1_19
                    KL_NASKAPI           Naskapi pc_kl1_19
                    KL_NECREE           Northern East Cree pc_kl1_19
                    KL_PLAINS           Plains Cree pc_kl1_19
                    KL_SECREE           Southern East Cree pc_kl1_19
                    KL_SWAMPY           Swampy Cree pc_kl1_19
                    KL_WOODS           Woods Cree pc_kl1_19
                    KL_CREEN           Cree, n.o.s. pc_kl1_19
                KL_EALGONQ         Eastern Algonquian languages pc_kl1_19
                    KL_MALECIT           Malecite pc_kl1_19
                    KL_MICMAC           Mi'kmaq pc_kl1_19
                KL_OJIBWAY         Ojibway-Potawatomi languages pc_kl1_19
                    KL_ALGONQ           Algonquin pc_kl1_19
                    KL_OJIBWA           Ojibway pc_kl1_19
                    KL_OJICR           Oji-Cree pc_kl1_19
                    KL_OTTAWA           Ottawa (Odawa) pc_kl1_19
                KL_ALGONQN         Algonquian languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
            KL_ATHABAS       Athabaskan languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_NATHABA         Northern Athabaskan languages pc_kl1_19
                    KL_BABINE           Babine (Wetsuwet'en) pc_kl1_19
                    KL_BEAVER           Beaver pc_kl1_19
                    KL_CARRIER           Carrier pc_kl1_19
                    KL_CHILCOT           Chilcotin pc_kl1_19
                    KL_DENE           Dene pc_kl1_19
                    KL_DOGRIB           Dogrib (Tlicho) pc_kl1_19

Knowledge of Non-Official Language refers to languages, other than English or French, in which 
the respondent can conduct a conversation. 
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                Knowledge of Language

Variable Name Description Data Set
                    KL_GWICHI           Gwich'in pc_kl1_19
                    KL_SARSI           Sarsi (Sarcee) pc_kl1_19
                    KL_SEKANI           Sekani pc_kl1_19
                    KL_SLAVEY           Slavey-Hare languages pc_kl1_19
                        KL_NSLAVEY             North Slavey (Hare) pc_kl1_19
                        KL_SSLAVEY             South Slavey pc_kl1_19
                        KL_SLAVEYN             Slavey, n.o.s. pc_kl1_19
                    KL_TAHLTAN           Tahltan languages pc_kl1_19
                        KL_KASKA             Kaska (Nahani) pc_kl1_19
                        KL_TAHLTA1             Tahltan pc_kl1_19
                    KL_TUTCHON           Tutchone languages pc_kl1_19
                        KL_NTUTCHO             Northern Tutchone pc_kl1_19
                        KL_STUTCHO             Southern Tutchone pc_kl1_19
                KL_ATHABAN         Athabaskan languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
            KL_HAIDA       Haida pc_kl1_19
            KL_INUIT       Inuit languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_INUINNA         Inuinnaqtun (Inuvialuktun) pc_kl1_19
                KL_INUKT         Inuktitut pc_kl1_19
                KL_INUITN         Inuit languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
            KL_IROQUOI       Iroquoian languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_CAYUGA         Cayuga pc_kl1_19
                KL_MOHAWK         Mohawk pc_kl1_19
                KL_ONEIDA         Oneida pc_kl1_19
                KL_IROQUON         Iroquoian languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
            KL_KUTENAI       Kutenai pc_kl1_19
            KL_MICHIF       Michif pc_kl1_19
            KL_SALISH       Salish languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_COMOX         Comox pc_kl1_19
                KL_HALKOME         Halkomelem pc_kl1_19
                KL_LILLOOE         Lillooet pc_kl1_19
                KL_OKANAGA         Okanagan pc_kl1_19
                KL_SHUSWAP         Shuswap (Secwepemctsin) pc_kl1_19
                KL_SQUAMIS         Squamish pc_kl1_19
                KL_STRAITS         Straits pc_kl1_19
                KL_THOMPSO         Thompson (Ntlakapamux) pc_kl1_19
                KL_SALISHN         Salish languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
            KL_SIOUAN       Siouan languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_DAKOTA         Dakota pc_kl1_19
                KL_STONEY         Stoney pc_kl1_19
                KL_SIOUANN         Siouan languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
            KL_TLINGIT       Tlingit pc_kl1_19
            KL_TSIMSHI       Tsimshian languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_GITXSAN         Gitxsan (Gitksan) pc_kl1_19
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                Knowledge of Language

Variable Name Description Data Set
                KL_NISGA_A         Nisga'a pc_kl1_19
                KL_TSIMSH         Tsimshian pc_kl1_19
            KL_WAKASHA       Wakashan languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_HAISLA         Haisla pc_kl1_19
                KL_HEILTSU         Heiltsuk pc_kl1_19
                KL_KWAKIUT         Kwakiutl (Kwak'wala) pc_kl1_19
                KL_NUUCHA         Nuu-chah-nulth (Nootka) pc_kl1_19
                KL_WAKASHN         Wakashan languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
            KL_ABORIGN       Aboriginal languages, n.o.s. pc_kl1_19
        KL_NABOR     Non-Aboriginal languages pc_kl1_19
            KL_AFROASI       Afro-Asiatic languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_BERBER         Berber languages pc_kl1_19
                    KL_KABYLE           Kabyle pc_kl1_19
                    KL_BERBERN           Berber languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
                KL_CUSHITI         Cushitic languages pc_kl1_19
                    KL_BILEN           Bilen pc_kl1_19
                    KL_OROMO           Oromo pc_kl1_19
                    KL_SOMALI           Somali pc_kl1_19
                    KL_CUSHITN           Cushitic languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
                KL_SEMITIC         Semitic languages pc_kl1_19
                    KL_AMHAR           Amharic pc_kl1_19
                    KL_ARABIC           Arabic pc_kl1_19
                    KL_ASSYRIA           Assyrian Neo-Aramaic pc_kl1_19
                    KL_CHALDEA           Chaldean Neo-Aramaic pc_kl1_19
                    KL_HARARI           Harari pc_kl1_19
                    KL_HEBREW           Hebrew pc_kl1_19
                    KL_MALTESE           Maltese pc_kl1_19
                    KL_TIGRIG           Tigrigna pc_kl1_19
                    KL_SEMITIN           Semitic languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
                KL_AFROASN         Afro-Asiatic languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
            KL_AUSASIA       Austro-Asiatic languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_KHMER         Khmer (Cambodian) pc_kl1_19
                KL_VIETNA         Vietnamese pc_kl1_19
                KL_AUSASIN         Austro-Asiatic languages, n.i.e pc_kl1_19
            KL_AUSTRON       Austronesian languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_BIKOL         Bikol pc_kl1_19
                KL_CEBUANO         Cebuano pc_kl1_19
                KL_FIJIAN         Fijian pc_kl1_19
                KL_HILIGAY         Hiligaynon pc_kl1_19
                KL_ILOCNO         Ilocano pc_kl1_19
                KL_MALAGAS         Malagasy pc_kl1_19
                KL_MALAY         Malay pc_kl1_19
                KL_PAMPANG         Pampangan (Kapampangan, Pampango) pc_kl1_19
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Variable Name Description Data Set
                KL_PANGASI         Pangasinan pc_kl1_19
                KL_TAGAL         Tagalog (Pilipino, Filipino) pc_kl1_19
                KL_WARAY         Waray-Waray pc_kl1_19
                KL_AUSTROE         Austronesian languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
            KL_CREOLE       Creole languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_HAITIAN         Haitian Creole pc_kl1_19
                KL_CREOLES         Creole, n.o.s. pc_kl1_19
                KL_CREOLEN         Creole languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
            KL_DRAVIDI       Dravidian languages pc_kl1_19
                KL_KANNADA         Kannada pc_kl1_19
                KL_MALAYA         Malayalam pc_kl1_19
                KL_TAMIL         Tamil pc_kl1_19
                KL_TELUGU         Telugu pc_kl1_19
                KL_DRAVIDN         Dravidian languages, n.i.e. pc_kl1_19
            KL_HMONG       Hmong-Mien languages pc_kl1_19
            KL_INDOEU       Indo-European languages pc_kl2_19
                KL_ALBAN         Albanian pc_kl2_19
                KL_ARMENI         Armenian pc_kl2_19
                KL_BALTO         Balto-Slavic languages pc_kl2_19
                    KL_BALTIC           Baltic languages pc_kl2_19
                        KL_LATVIAN             Latvian pc_kl2_19
                        KL_LITHUAN             Lithuanian pc_kl2_19
                    KL_SLAVIC           Slavic languages pc_kl2_19
                        KL_BELARUS             Belarusan pc_kl2_19
                        KL_BOSNI             Bosnian pc_kl2_19
                        KL_BULGAR             Bulgarian pc_kl2_19
                        KL_CROATIA             Croatian pc_kl2_19
                        KL_CZECH             Czech pc_kl2_19
                        KL_MACEDO             Macedonian pc_kl2_19
                        KL_POLISH             Polish pc_kl2_19
                        KL_RUSSIAN             Russian pc_kl2_19
                        KL_SERBIAN             Serbian pc_kl2_19
                        KL_SERBOCR             Serbo-Croatian pc_kl2_19
                        KL_SLOVAK             Slovak pc_kl2_19
                        KL_SLOVENE             Slovene (Slovenian) pc_kl2_19
                        KL_UKRAIN             Ukrainian pc_kl2_19
                        KL_SLAVICN             Slavic languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
                KL_CELTIC         Celtic languages pc_kl2_19
                    KL_GAELIC           Scottish Gaelic pc_kl2_19
                    KL_WELSH           Welsh pc_kl2_19
                    KL_CELTICN           Celtic languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
                KL_GERMANI         Germanic languages pc_kl2_19
                    KL_AFRIKA           Afrikaans pc_kl2_19
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Variable Name Description Data Set
                    KL_DANISH           Danish pc_kl2_19
                    KL_DUTCH           Dutch pc_kl2_19
                    KL_FRISIAN           Frisian pc_kl2_19
                    KL_GERMAN           German pc_kl2_19
                    KL_ICELAND           Icelandic pc_kl2_19
                    KL_NORWEG           Norwegian pc_kl2_19
                    KL_SWEDISH           Swedish pc_kl2_19
                    KL_FLEMISH           Vlaams (Flemish) pc_kl2_19
                    KL_YIDDISH           Yiddish pc_kl2_19
                    KL_GERMANN           Germanic languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
                KL_GREEK         Greek pc_kl2_19
                KL_INDOIR         Indo-Iranian languages pc_kl2_19
                    KL_INDOAR           Indo-Aryan languages pc_kl2_19
                        KL_BENGALI             Bengali pc_kl2_19
                        KL_GUJARAT             Gujarati pc_kl2_19
                        KL_HINDI             Hindi pc_kl2_19
                        KL_KASHMIR             Kashmiri pc_kl2_19
                        KL_KONKANI             Konkani pc_kl2_19
                        KL_MARATHI             Marathi pc_kl2_19
                        KL_NEPALI             Nepali pc_kl2_19
                        KL_ORIYA             Oriya (Odia) pc_kl2_19
                        KL_PUNJABI             Punjabi (Panjabi) pc_kl2_19
                        KL_SINDHI             Sindhi pc_kl2_19
                        KL_SINHALA             Sinhala (Sinhalese) pc_kl2_19
                        KL_URDU             Urdu pc_kl2_19
                    KL_IRANIAN           Iranian languages pc_kl2_19
                        KL_KURDISH             Kurdish pc_kl2_19
                        KL_PASHTO             Pashto pc_kl2_19
                        KL_PERSIAN             Persian (Farsi) pc_kl2_19
                    KL_INDIRAN           Indo-Iranian languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
                KL_ITALIC         Italic (Romance) languages pc_kl2_19
                    KL_CATALAN           Catalan pc_kl2_19
                    KL_ITALIAN           Italian pc_kl2_19
                    KL_PORTUG           Portuguese pc_kl2_19
                    KL_ROMANI           Romanian pc_kl2_19
                    KL_SPANISH           Spanish pc_kl2_19
                    KL_ITALICN           Italic (Romance) languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
            KL_JAPANE       Japanese pc_kl2_19
            KL_KARTVEL       Kartvelian languages pc_kl2_19
                KL_GEORGIA         Georgian pc_kl2_19
            KL_KOREAN       Korean pc_kl2_19
            KL_MONGOLI       Mongolic languages pc_kl2_19
                KL_MONGOLN         Mongolian pc_kl2_19
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Variable Name Description Data Set
            KL_NIGER       Niger-Congo languages pc_kl2_19
                KL_AKAN         Akan (Twi) pc_kl2_19
                KL_BAMANAN         Bamanankan pc_kl2_19
                KL_EDO         Edo pc_kl2_19
                KL_EWE         Ewe pc_kl2_19
                KL_FULAH         Fulah (Pular, Pulaar, Fulfulde) pc_kl2_19
                KL_GA         Ga pc_kl2_19
                KL_GANDA         Ganda pc_kl2_19
                KL_IGBO         Igbo pc_kl2_19
                KL_LINGALA         Lingala pc_kl2_19
                KL_RUNDI         Rundi (Kirundi) pc_kl2_19
                KL_RWANDA         Kinyarwanda (Rwanda) pc_kl2_19
                KL_SHONA         Shona pc_kl2_19
                KL_SWAHILI         Swahili pc_kl2_19
                KL_WOLOF         Wolof pc_kl2_19
                KL_YORUBA         Yoruba pc_kl2_19
                KL_NIGERN         Niger-Congo languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
            KL_NILOSAH       Nilo-Saharan languages pc_kl2_19
                KL_DINKA         Dinka pc_kl2_19
                KL_NILOSAN         Nilo-Saharan languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
            KL_SIGN       Sign languages pc_kl2_19
                KL_AMERICA         American Sign Language pc_kl2_19
                KL_QUEBEC         Quebec Sign Language pc_kl2_19
                KL_SIGNN         Sign languages, n.i.e pc_kl2_19
            KL_SINOTIB       Sino-Tibetan languages pc_kl2_19
                KL_CHINESE         Chinese languages pc_kl2_19
                    KL_CANTON           Cantonese pc_kl2_19
                    KL_HAKKA           Hakka pc_kl2_19
                    KL_MANDA           Mandarin pc_kl2_19
                    KL_MINDONG           Min Dong pc_kl2_19
                    KL_TAIWAN           Min Nan (Chaochow, Teochow, Fukien, Taiwanese) pc_kl2_19
                    KL_SHANGHA           Wu (Shanghainese) pc_kl2_19
                    KL_CHINNO           Chinese, n.o.s. pc_kl2_19
                    KL_CHINN           Chinese languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
                KL_TIBETO         Tibeto-Burman languages pc_kl2_19
                    KL_BURMESE           Burmese pc_kl2_19
                    KL_KARENIC           Karenic languages pc_kl2_19
                    KL_TIBETAN           Tibetan pc_kl2_19
                    KL_TIBETON           Tibeto-Burman languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
            KL_TAIKAD       Tai-Kadai languages pc_kl2_19
                KL_LAO         Lao pc_kl2_19
                KL_THAI         Thai pc_kl2_19
                KL_TAIKADN         Tai-Kadai languages, n.i.e pc_kl2_19
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                Knowledge of Language

Variable Name Description Data Set
            KL_TURKIC       Turkic languages pc_kl2_19
                KL_AZERBAI         Azerbaijani pc_kl2_19
                KL_TURKISH         Turkish pc_kl2_19
                KL_UYGHUR         Uyghur pc_kl2_19
                KL_UZBEK         Uzbek pc_kl2_19
                KL_TURKICN         Turkic languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
            KL_URALIC       Uralic languages pc_kl2_19
                KL_ESTONIA         Estonian pc_kl2_19
                KL_FINNISH         Finnish pc_kl2_19
                KL_HUNGA         Hungarian pc_kl2_19
                KL_URALICN         Uralic languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
            KL_OT_LANG       Other languages, n.i.e. pc_kl2_19
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Variable Name Description Data Set

MT_TOT Total - Mother tongue for the total population excluding institutional 
residents pc_mt1_19

    MT_SINGLE   Single responses pc_mt1_19
        MT_OFFICIA     Official languages pc_mt1_19
            MT_ENGLISH       English pc_mt1_19
            MT_FRENCH       French pc_mt1_19
        MT_NOFFICI     Non-official languages pc_mt1_19
            MT_ABOR       Aboriginal languages pc_mt1_19
                MT_ALGONQU         Algonquian languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_BLACKFO           Blackfoot pc_mt1_19
                    MT_CREE           Cree-Montagnais languages pc_mt1_19
                        MT_ATIK             Atikamekw pc_mt1_19
                        MT_MONTAG             Montagnais (Innu) pc_mt1_19
                        MT_MOOSECR             Moose Cree pc_mt1_19
                        MT_NASKAPI             Naskapi pc_mt1_19
                        MT_NECREE             Northern East Cree pc_mt1_19
                        MT_PLAINS             Plains Cree pc_mt1_19
                        MT_SECREE             Southern East Cree pc_mt1_19
                        MT_SWAMPY             Swampy Cree pc_mt1_19
                        MT_WOODS             Woods Cree pc_mt1_19
                        MT_CREEN             Cree, n.o.s. pc_mt1_19
                    MT_EALGONQ           Eastern Algonquian languages pc_mt1_19
                        MT_MALECIT             Malecite pc_mt1_19
                        MT_MICMAC             Mi'kmaq pc_mt1_19
                    MT_OJIBWAY           Ojibway-Potawatomi languages pc_mt1_19
                        MT_ALGONQ             Algonquin pc_mt1_19
                        MT_OJIBWA             Ojibway pc_mt1_19
                        MT_OJICR             Oji-Cree pc_mt1_19
                        MT_OTTAWA             Ottawa (Odawa) pc_mt1_19
                    MT_ALGONQN           Algonquian languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                MT_ATHABAS         Athabaskan languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_NATHABA           Northern Athabaskan languages pc_mt1_19
                        MT_BABINE             Babine (Wetsuwet'en) pc_mt1_19
                        MT_BEAVER             Beaver pc_mt1_19
                        MT_CARRIER             Carrier pc_mt1_19
                        MT_CHILCOT             Chilcotin pc_mt1_19
                        MT_DENE             Dene pc_mt1_19
                        MT_DOGRIB             Dogrib (Tlicho) pc_mt1_19
                        MT_GWICHI             Gwich'in pc_mt1_19
                        MT_SARSI             Sarsi (Sarcee) pc_mt1_19
                        MT_SEKANI             Sekani pc_mt1_19

Mother tongue refers to the first language learned at home in childhood and still understood 
by the individual.
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Variable Name Description Data Set
                        MT_SLAVEY             Slavey-Hare languages pc_mt1_19
                            MT_NSLAVEY               North Slavey (Hare) pc_mt1_19
                            MT_SSLAVEY               South Slavey pc_mt1_19
                            MT_SLAVEYN               Slavey, n.o.s. pc_mt1_19
                        MT_TAHLTAN             Tahltan languages pc_mt1_19
                            MT_KASKA               Kaska (Nahani) pc_mt1_19
                            MT_TAHLTA1               Tahltan pc_mt1_19
                        MT_TUTCHON             Tutchone languages pc_mt1_19
                            MT_NTUTCHO               Northern Tutchone pc_mt1_19
                            MT_STUTCHO               Southern Tutchone pc_mt1_19
                    MT_ATHABAN           Athabaskan languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                MT_HAIDA         Haida pc_mt1_19
                MT_INUIT         Inuit languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_INUINNA           Inuinnaqtun (Inuvialuktun) pc_mt1_19
                    MT_INUKT           Inuktitut pc_mt1_19
                    MT_INUITN           Inuit languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                MT_IROQUOI         Iroquoian languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_CAYUGA           Cayuga pc_mt1_19
                    MT_MOHAWK           Mohawk pc_mt1_19
                    MT_ONEIDA           Oneida pc_mt1_19
                    MT_IROQUON           Iroquoian languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                MT_KUTENAI         Kutenai pc_mt1_19
                MT_MICHIF         Michif pc_mt1_19
                MT_SALISH         Salish languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_COMOX           Comox pc_mt1_19
                    MT_HALKOME           Halkomelem pc_mt1_19
                    MT_LILLOOE           Lillooet pc_mt1_19
                    MT_OKANAGA           Okanagan pc_mt1_19
                    MT_SHUSWAP           Shuswap (Secwepemctsin) pc_mt1_19
                    MT_SQUAMIS           Squamish pc_mt1_19
                    MT_STRAITS           Straits pc_mt1_19
                    MT_THOMPSO           Thompson (Ntlakapamux) pc_mt1_19
                    MT_SALISHN           Salish languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                MT_SIOUAN         Siouan languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_DAKOTA           Dakota pc_mt1_19
                    MT_STONEY           Stoney pc_mt1_19
                    MT_SIOUANN           Siouan languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                MT_TLINGIT         Tlingit pc_mt1_19
                MT_TSIMSHI         Tsimshian languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_GITXSAN           Gitxsan (Gitksan) pc_mt1_19
                    MT_NISGA_A           Nisga'a pc_mt1_19
                    MT_TSIMSH           Tsimshian pc_mt1_19
                MT_WAKASHA         Wakashan languages pc_mt1_19
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                    MT_HAISLA           Haisla pc_mt1_19
                    MT_HEILTSU           Heiltsuk pc_mt1_19
                    MT_KWAKIUT           Kwakiutl (Kwak'wala) pc_mt1_19
                    MT_NUUCHA           Nuu-chah-nulth (Nootka) pc_mt1_19
                    MT_WAKASHN           Wakashan languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                MT_ABORIGN         Aboriginal languages, n.o.s. pc_mt1_19
            MT_NABOR       Non-Aboriginal languages pc_mt1_19
                MT_AFROASI         Afro-Asiatic languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_BERBER           Berber languages pc_mt1_19
                        MT_KABYLE             Kabyle pc_mt1_19
                        MT_BERBERN             Berber languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                    MT_CUSHITI           Cushitic languages pc_mt1_19
                        MT_BILEN             Bilen pc_mt1_19
                        MT_OROMO             Oromo pc_mt1_19
                        MT_SOMALI             Somali pc_mt1_19
                        MT_CUSHITN             Cushitic languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                    MT_SEMITIC           Semitic languages pc_mt1_19
                        MT_AMHAR             Amharic pc_mt1_19
                        MT_ARABIC             Arabic pc_mt1_19
                        MT_ASSYRIA             Assyrian Neo-Aramaic pc_mt1_19
                        MT_CHALDEA             Chaldean Neo-Aramaic pc_mt1_19
                        MT_HARARI             Harari pc_mt1_19
                        MT_HEBREW             Hebrew pc_mt1_19
                        MT_MALTESE             Maltese pc_mt1_19
                        MT_TIGRIG             Tigrigna pc_mt1_19
                        MT_SEMITIN             Semitic languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                    MT_AFROASN           Afro-Asiatic languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                MT_AUSASIA         Austro-Asiatic languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_KHMER           Khmer (Cambodian) pc_mt1_19
                    MT_VIETNA           Vietnamese pc_mt1_19
                    MT_AUSASIN           Austro-Asiatic languages, n.i.e pc_mt1_19
                MT_AUSTRON         Austronesian languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_BIKOL           Bikol pc_mt1_19
                    MT_CEBUANO           Cebuano pc_mt1_19
                    MT_FIJIAN           Fijian pc_mt1_19
                    MT_HILIGAY           Hiligaynon pc_mt1_19
                    MT_ILOCNO           Ilocano pc_mt1_19
                    MT_MALAGAS           Malagasy pc_mt1_19
                    MT_MALAY           Malay pc_mt1_19
                    MT_PAMPANG           Pampangan (Kapampangan, Pampango) pc_mt1_19
                    MT_PANGASI           Pangasinan pc_mt1_19
                    MT_TAGAL           Tagalog (Pilipino, Filipino) pc_mt1_19
                    MT_WARAY           Waray-Waray pc_mt1_19
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                    MT_AUSTROE           Austronesian languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                MT_CREOLE         Creole languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_HAITIAN           Haitian Creole pc_mt1_19
                    MT_CREOLES           Creole, n.o.s. pc_mt1_19
                    MT_CREOLEN           Creole languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                MT_DRAVIDI         Dravidian languages pc_mt1_19
                    MT_KANNADA           Kannada pc_mt1_19
                    MT_MALAYA           Malayalam pc_mt1_19
                    MT_TAMIL           Tamil pc_mt1_19
                    MT_TELUGU           Telugu pc_mt1_19
                    MT_DRAVIDN           Dravidian languages, n.i.e. pc_mt1_19
                MT_HMONG         Hmong-Mien languages pc_mt1_19
                MT_INDOEU         Indo-European languages pc_mt2_19
                    MT_ALBAN           Albanian pc_mt2_19
                    MT_ARMENI           Armenian pc_mt2_19
                    MT_BALTO           Balto-Slavic languages pc_mt2_19
                        MT_BALTIC             Baltic languages pc_mt2_19
                            MT_LATVIAN               Latvian pc_mt2_19
                            MT_LITHUAN               Lithuanian pc_mt2_19
                        MT_SLAVIC             Slavic languages pc_mt2_19
                            MT_BELARUS               Belarusan pc_mt2_19
                            MT_BOSNI               Bosnian pc_mt2_19
                            MT_BULGAR               Bulgarian pc_mt2_19
                            MT_CROATIA               Croatian pc_mt2_19
                            MT_CZECH               Czech pc_mt2_19
                            MT_MACEDO               Macedonian pc_mt2_19
                            MT_POLISH               Polish pc_mt2_19
                            MT_RUSSIAN               Russian pc_mt2_19
                            MT_SERBIAN               Serbian pc_mt2_19
                            MT_SERBOCR               Serbo-Croatian pc_mt2_19
                            MT_SLOVAK               Slovak pc_mt2_19
                            MT_SLOVENE               Slovene (Slovenian) pc_mt2_19
                            MT_UKRAIN               Ukrainian pc_mt2_19
                            MT_SLAVICN               Slavic languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
                    MT_CELTIC           Celtic languages pc_mt2_19
                        MT_GAELIC             Scottish Gaelic pc_mt2_19
                        MT_WELSH             Welsh pc_mt2_19
                        MT_CELTICN             Celtic languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
                    MT_GERMANI           Germanic languages pc_mt2_19
                        MT_AFRIKA             Afrikaans pc_mt2_19
                        MT_DANISH             Danish pc_mt2_19
                        MT_DUTCH             Dutch pc_mt2_19
                        MT_FRISIAN             Frisian pc_mt2_19
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                        MT_GERMAN             German pc_mt2_19
                        MT_ICELAND             Icelandic pc_mt2_19
                        MT_NORWEG             Norwegian pc_mt2_19
                        MT_SWEDISH             Swedish pc_mt2_19
                        MT_FLEMISH             Vlaams (Flemish) pc_mt2_19
                        MT_YIDDISH             Yiddish pc_mt2_19
                        MT_GERMANN             Germanic languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
                    MT_GREEK           Greek pc_mt2_19
                    MT_INDOIR           Indo-Iranian languages pc_mt2_19
                        MT_INDOAR             Indo-Aryan languages pc_mt2_19
                            MT_BENGALI               Bengali pc_mt2_19
                            MT_GUJARAT               Gujarati pc_mt2_19
                            MT_HINDI               Hindi pc_mt2_19
                            MT_KASHMIR               Kashmiri pc_mt2_19
                            MT_KONKANI               Konkani pc_mt2_19
                            MT_MARATHI               Marathi pc_mt2_19
                            MT_NEPALI               Nepali pc_mt2_19
                            MT_ORIYA               Oriya (Odia) pc_mt2_19
                            MT_PUNJABI               Punjabi (Panjabi) pc_mt2_19
                            MT_SINDHI               Sindhi pc_mt2_19
                            MT_SINHALA               Sinhala (Sinhalese) pc_mt2_19
                            MT_URDU               Urdu pc_mt2_19
                        MT_IRANIAN             Iranian languages pc_mt2_19
                            MT_KURDISH               Kurdish pc_mt2_19
                            MT_PASHTO               Pashto pc_mt2_19
                            MT_PERSIAN               Persian (Farsi) pc_mt2_19
                        MT_INDIRAN             Indo-Iranian languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
                    MT_ITALIC           Italic (Romance) languages pc_mt2_19
                        MT_CATALAN             Catalan pc_mt2_19
                        MT_ITALIAN             Italian pc_mt2_19
                        MT_PORTUG             Portuguese pc_mt2_19
                        MT_ROMANI             Romanian pc_mt2_19
                        MT_SPANISH             Spanish pc_mt2_19
                        MT_ITALICN             Italic (Romance) languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
                MT_JAPANE         Japanese pc_mt2_19
                MT_KARTVEL         Kartvelian languages pc_mt2_19
                    MT_GEORGIA           Georgian pc_mt2_19
                MT_KOREAN         Korean pc_mt2_19
                MT_MONGOLI         Mongolic languages pc_mt2_19
                    MT_MONGOLN           Mongolian pc_mt2_19
                MT_NIGER         Niger-Congo languages pc_mt2_19
                    MT_AKAN           Akan (Twi) pc_mt2_19
                    MT_BAMANAN           Bamanankan pc_mt2_19
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                    MT_EDO           Edo pc_mt2_19
                    MT_EWE           Ewe pc_mt2_19
                    MT_FULAH           Fulah (Pular, Pulaar, Fulfulde) pc_mt2_19
                    MT_GA           Ga pc_mt2_19
                    MT_GANDA           Ganda pc_mt2_19
                    MT_IGBO           Igbo pc_mt2_19
                    MT_LINGALA           Lingala pc_mt2_19
                    MT_RUNDI           Rundi (Kirundi) pc_mt2_19
                    MT_RWANDA           Kinyarwanda (Rwanda) pc_mt2_19
                    MT_SHONA           Shona pc_mt2_19
                    MT_SWAHILI           Swahili pc_mt2_19
                    MT_WOLOF           Wolof pc_mt2_19
                    MT_YORUBA           Yoruba pc_mt2_19
                    MT_NIGERN           Niger-Congo languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
                MT_NILOSAH         Nilo-Saharan languages pc_mt2_19
                    MT_DINKA           Dinka pc_mt2_19
                    MT_NILOSAN           Nilo-Saharan languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
                MT_SIGN         Sign languages pc_mt2_19
                    MT_AMERICA           American Sign Language pc_mt2_19
                    MT_QUEBEC           Quebec Sign Language pc_mt2_19
                    MT_SIGNN           Sign languages, n.i.e pc_mt2_19
                MT_SINOTIB         Sino-Tibetan languages pc_mt2_19
                    MT_CHINESE           Chinese languages pc_mt2_19
                        MT_CANTON             Cantonese pc_mt2_19
                        MT_HAKKA             Hakka pc_mt2_19
                        MT_MANDA             Mandarin pc_mt2_19
                        MT_MINDONG             Min Dong pc_mt2_19
                        MT_TAIWAN             Min Nan (Chaochow, Teochow, Fukien, Taiwanese) pc_mt2_19
                        MT_SHANGHA             Wu (Shanghainese) pc_mt2_19
                        MT_CHINNO             Chinese, n.o.s. pc_mt2_19
                        MT_CHINN             Chinese languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
                    MT_TIBETO           Tibeto-Burman languages pc_mt2_19
                        MT_BURMESE             Burmese pc_mt2_19
                        MT_KARENIC             Karenic languages pc_mt2_19
                        MT_TIBETAN             Tibetan pc_mt2_19
                        MT_TIBETON             Tibeto-Burman languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
                MT_TAIKAD         Tai-Kadai languages pc_mt2_19
                    MT_LAO           Lao pc_mt2_19
                    MT_THAI           Thai pc_mt2_19
                    MT_TAIKADN           Tai-Kadai languages, n.i.e pc_mt2_19
                MT_TURKIC         Turkic languages pc_mt2_19
                    MT_AZERBAI           Azerbaijani pc_mt2_19
                    MT_TURKISH           Turkish pc_mt2_19
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                    MT_UYGHUR           Uyghur pc_mt2_19
                    MT_UZBEK           Uzbek pc_mt2_19
                    MT_TURKICN           Turkic languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
                MT_URALIC         Uralic languages pc_mt2_19
                    MT_ESTONIA           Estonian pc_mt2_19
                    MT_FINNISH           Finnish pc_mt2_19
                    MT_HUNGA           Hungarian pc_mt2_19
                    MT_URALICN           Uralic languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
                MT_OT_LANG         Other languages, n.i.e. pc_mt2_19
    MT_M_TOT   Multiple responses pc_mt2_19
        MT_M_EF     English and French pc_mt2_19
        MT_M_ENO     English and non-official language pc_mt2_19
        MT_M_FNO     French and non-official language pc_mt2_19
        MT_M_EFNO     English, French and non-official language pc_mt2_19
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MB_1YTOT Total - Mobility status 1 year ago
    MB_1YNM   Non-movers
    MB_1YMV   Movers
        MB_1YNMI     Non-migrants
        MB_1YMI     Migrants
            MB_1YINTE       Internal migrants
                MB_1YINP         Intraprovincial migrants
                MB_1YEXP         Interprovincial migrants
            MB_1YEXT       External migrants
MB_5YTOT Total - Mobility status 5 years ago
    MB_5YNM   Non-movers
    MB_5YMV   Movers
        MB_5YNMI     Non-migrants
        MB_5YMI     Migrants
            MB_5YINTE       Internal migrants
                MB_5YINP         Intraprovincial migrants
                MB_5YEXP         Interprovincial migrants
            MB_5YEXT       External migrants

Mobility refers to the relationship between a person's usual place of residence and his or her usual place of 
residence one/five year earlier. Persons who have not moved are referred to as non-movers and persons 
who have moved from one residence to another are referred to as movers. Movers include non-migrants 
and migrants. Non-migrants are persons who did move but remained in the same city, town, township, 
village or Indian reserve. Migrants include internal migrants who moved to a different city, town, township, 
village or Indian reserve within Canada. External migrants include persons who lived outside Canada at the 
earlier reference date.
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OC_TOT Total labour force population aged 15 years and over by occupation - National 
Occupational Classification (NOC) 2016

    OC_NA   Occupation - not applicable
    OC_ALL   All occupations
        OC_MG     0 Management occupations
        OC_BS     1 Business, finance and administration occupations
        OC_SC     2 Natural and applied sciences and related occupations
        OC_HL     3 Health occupations

        OC_SSC     4 Occupations in education, law and social, community and government services

        OC_ART     5 Occupations in art, culture, recreation and sport
        OC_SAL     6 Sales and service occupations
        OC_TR     7 Trades, transport and equipment operators and related occupations
        OC_UN     8 Natural resources, agriculture and related production occupations
        OC_UNPMU     9 Occupations in manufacturing and utilities
OC_FTOT Total labour force population aged 15 years and over by occupation - Female
    OC_FNA   Occupation - not applicable
    OC_FALL   All occupations
        OC_FMG     0 Management occupations
        OC_FBS     1 Business, finance and administration occupations
        OC_FSC     2 Natural and applied sciences and related occupations
        OC_FHL     3 Health occupations

        OC_FSSC     4 Occupations in education, law and social, community and government services

        OC_FART     5 Occupations in art, culture, recreation and sport
        OC_FSAL     6 Sales and service occupations
        OC_FTR     7 Trades, transport and equipment operators and related occupations
        OC_FUN     8 Natural resources, agriculture and related production occupations
        OC_FUNPMU     9 Occupations in manufacturing and utilities
OC_MTOT Total labour force population aged 15 years and over by occupation - Male
    OC_MNA   Occupation - not applicable
    OC_MALL   All occupations
        OC_MMG     0 Management occupations
        OC_MBS     1 Business, finance and administration occupations
        OC_MSC     2 Natural and applied sciences and related occupations
        OC_MHL     3 Health occupations

Kind of work done by persons aged 15 and over. Occupation is based on the type of job the person holds and 
the description of his or her duties. This classification is composed of four levels of aggregation. There are 10 
broad occupational categories containing 47 major groups that are further subdivided into 140 minor groups. 
At the most detailed level, there are 520 occupation unit groups. Occupation unit groups are formed on the 
basis of the education, training, or skill level required to enter the job, as well as the kind of work performed, 
as determined by the tasks, duties and responsibilities of the occupation. 
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        OC_MSSC     4 Occupations in education, law and social, community and government services

        OC_MART     5 Occupations in art, culture, recreation and sport
        OC_MSAL     6 Sales and service occupations
        OC_MTR     7 Trades, transport and equipment operators and related occupations
        OC_MUN     8 Natural resources, agriculture and related production occupations
        OC_MUNPMU     9 Occupations in manufacturing and utilities
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ET_TOT_A Total - Aboriginal identity for the population in private households.
It represents the total population of Canada, excluding institutional 
residents. It also represents the sum of persons who reported single 
ethnic origins and multiple ethnic origins in the census. 

pc_et1_19

    ET_ABO   Aboriginal identity. Refers to those persons who reported identifying 
with at least one Aboriginal group, i.e. North American Indian, Métis or 
Inuit (Eskimo), and/or those who reported being a Treaty Indian or a 
Registered Indian as defined by the Indian Act of Canada and/or who were 
members of an Indian Band or First Nation.  Included in the Aboriginal 
population are those persons who reported identifying with at least one 
Aboriginal group, that is, 'North American Indian', 'Métis' or 'Inuit 
(Eskimo)', and/or who reported being a Treaty Indian or a Registered 
Indian, as defined by the Indian Act of Canada, and/or who reported they 
were members of an Indian Band or First Nation.

pc_et1_19

        ET_ABOS     Single Aboriginal responses pc_et1_19
            ET_NAS       First Nations (North American Indian) pc_et1_19
            ET_METIS       Métis pc_et1_19
            ET_INUIT       Inuk(Inuit) pc_et1_19
        ET_ABOM     Multiple Aboriginal responses pc_et1_19
        ET_ABOOT     Aboriginal responses not included elsewhere. Includes those who 

identified themselves as Registered Indians and/or Band members 
without Aboriginal identity response.

pc_et1_19

    ET_NOABO   Non-Aboriginal identity pc_et1_19
ET_TOT_AB Total - Population by Registered or Treaty Indian status for the population 

in private households
pc_et1_19

    ET_TOT_RI   Registered or Treaty Indian pc_et1_19
    ET_TOT_NR   Not a Registered or Treaty Indian pc_et1_19

ET_TOT_AB2 Total - Aboriginal ancestry for the population in private households pc_et1_19

    ET_ABAN   Aboriginal ancestry (only) pc_et1_19

Ethnic Origin Refers to the ethnic or cultural group(s) to which the respondent's ancestors 
belong. Ethnic or cultural origin refers to the ethnic 'roots' or ancestral background of the 
population, and should not be confused with citizenship or nationality. 
Ethnic origin data are very fluid, and counts for certain origins, such as 'East Indian' and 'Black,' 
may seem lower than initially expected. Users who wish to obtain broader response counts may 
wish to combine data for one or more ethnic origins together or use counts for ethnic 
categories such as 'South Asian origins' or 'African origins.' (Please note, however, that 'African 
origins' should not be considered equivalent to the 'Black' population group or visible minority 
status, as there are persons reporting African origins who report a population group or visible 
minority status other than 'Black.' Conversely, many people report a population group or visible 
minority status of 'Black' and do not report having 'African' origins.
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        ET_ABANS     Single Aboriginal ancestry (only) pc_et1_19
            ET_INDAN       First Nations (North American Indian) single ancestry pc_et1_19
            ET_METISAN       Métis single ancestry pc_et1_19
            ET_INUITAN       Inuit single ancestry pc_et1_19
        ET_ABOANM     Multiple Aboriginal ancestries (only) pc_et1_19
            ET_INDMET       First Nations (North American Indian) and Métis ancestries pc_et1_19
            ET_INDINUI       First Nations (North American Indian) and Inuit ancestries pc_et1_19
            ET_METINUI       Métis and Inuit ancestries pc_et1_19
            ET_INMETIN       First Nations (North American Indian), Métis and Inuit ancestries pc_et1_19
    ET_MABAN   Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal ancestries pc_et1_19
        ET_MABANS     Single Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal ancestries pc_et1_19
            ET_MINDAN       First Nations (North American Indian) and non-Aboriginal ancestries pc_et1_19
            ET_MMETISA       Métis and non-Aboriginal ancestries pc_et1_19
            ET_MINUITA       Inuit and non-Aboriginal ancestries pc_et1_19
        ET_MABOANM     Multiple Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal ancestries pc_et1_19
            ET_MINDMET       First Nations (North American Indian), Métis and non-Aboriginal ancestriespc_et1_19
            ET_MINDINU       First Nations (North American Indian), Inuit and non-Aboriginal ancestriespc_et1_19
            ET_MMETINU       Métis, Inuit and non-Aboriginal ancestries pc_et1_19
            ET_MINMETI       First Nations (North American Indian), Métis, Inuit and non-Aboriginal ancestriespc_et1_19
    ET_NABAN   Non-Aboriginal ancestry (only) pc_et1_19
ET_TOT Total - Ethnic origin for the population in private households. It represents 

the sum of persons who reported single ethnic origins and multiple ethnic 
origins in the census.

pc_et1_19

    ET_ABOO   North American Aboriginal origins pc_et1_19
        ET_NAIND     First Nations (North American Indian) pc_et1_19
        ET_INU     Inuit pc_et1_19
        ET_MET     Métis pc_et1_19
    ET_ONAO   Other North American origins pc_et1_19
        ET_ACA     Acadian pc_et1_19
        ET_AME     American pc_et1_19
        ET_CAN     Canadian pc_et1_19
        ET_NEWB     New Brunswicker pc_et1_19
        ET_NEWF     Newfoundlander pc_et1_19
        ET_NOVA     Nova Scotian pc_et1_19
        ET_ONTA     Ontarian pc_et1_19
        ET_QUE     Québécois pc_et1_19
        ET_PROV     Other North American origins, n.i.e. pc_et1_19
    ET_EURO   European origins pc_et1_19
        ET_BRIO     British Isles origins pc_et1_19
            ET_CHAN       Channel Islander pc_et1_19
            ET_CORN       Cornish pc_et1_19
            ET_ENG       English pc_et1_19
            ET_IRI       Irish pc_et1_19
            ET_MANX       Manx pc_et1_19
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            ET_SCO       Scottish pc_et1_19
            ET_WEL       Welsh pc_et1_19
            ET_BRI       British Isles origins, n.i.e. pc_et1_19
        ET_FREO     French origins pc_et1_19
            ET_ALSA       Alsatian pc_et1_19
            ET_BRET       Breton pc_et1_19
            ET_CORSICA       Corsican pc_et1_19
            ET_FRE       French pc_et1_19
        ET_WEUO     Western European origins (except French origins) pc_et1_19
            ET_AUST       Austrian pc_et1_19
            ET_BAVARIA       Bavarian pc_et1_19
            ET_BLG       Belgian pc_et1_19
            ET_DUT       Dutch pc_et1_19
            ET_FLEM       Flemish pc_et1_19
            ET_FRIS       Frisian pc_et1_19
            ET_GER       German pc_et1_19
            ET_LUXE       Luxembourger pc_et1_19
            ET_SWI       Swiss pc_et1_19
            ET_WEU       Western European origins, n.i.e. pc_et1_19
        ET_NEUO     Northern European origins (except British Isles origins) pc_et1_19
            ET_DAN       Danish pc_et1_19
            ET_FIN       Finnish pc_et1_19
            ET_ICE       Icelandic pc_et1_19
            ET_NORW       Norwegian pc_et1_19
            ET_SWE       Swedish pc_et1_19
            ET_NEU       Northern European origins, n.i.e. pc_et1_19
        ET_EEUO     Eastern European origins pc_et1_19
            ET_BULG       Bulgarian pc_et1_19
            ET_BYEL       Byelorussian pc_et1_19
            ET_CZEC       Czech pc_et1_19
            ET_CZSL       Czechoslovakian, n.o.s. pc_et1_19
            ET_ESTO       Estonian pc_et1_19
            ET_HGN       Hungarian pc_et1_19
            ET_LATV       Latvian pc_et1_19
            ET_LITH       Lithuanian pc_et1_19
            ET_MOLD       Moldovan pc_et1_19
            ET_POL       Polish pc_et1_19
            ET_ROM       Romanian pc_et1_19
            ET_RUS       Russian pc_et1_19
            ET_SLO       Slovak pc_et1_19
            ET_UKR       Ukrainian pc_et1_19
            ET_EEU       Eastern European origins, n.i.e. pc_et1_19
        ET_SEUO     Southern European origins pc_et1_19
            ET_ALBA       Albanian pc_et1_19
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            ET_BOSN       Bosnian pc_et1_19
            ET_CATALAN       Catalan pc_et1_19
            ET_CROATIA       Croatian pc_et1_19
            ET_CYPR       Cypriot pc_et1_19
            ET_GRE       Greek pc_et1_19
            ET_ITA       Italian pc_et1_19
            ET_KOSO       Kosovar pc_et1_19
            ET_MACE       Macedonian pc_et1_19
            ET_MALT       Maltese pc_et1_19
            ET_MONTE       Montenegrin pc_et1_19
            ET_PORT       Portuguese pc_et1_19
            ET_SER       Serbian pc_et1_19
            ET_SICI       Sicilian pc_et1_19
            ET_SLOV       Slovenian pc_et1_19
            ET_SPA       Spanish pc_et1_19
            ET_YUG       Yugoslavian, n.o.s. pc_et1_19
            ET_SEU       Southern European origins, n.i.e. pc_et1_19
        ET_OEUO     Other European origins pc_et1_19
            ET_BASQ       Basque pc_et1_19
            ET_JEW       Jewish pc_et1_19
            ET_GYPS       Roma (Gypsy) pc_et1_19
            ET_SLAV       Slavic, n.o.s. pc_et1_19
            ET_EUR       Other European origins, n.i.e. pc_et1_19
    ET_CARO   Caribbean origins pc_et1_19
        ET_ANTI     Antiguan pc_et1_19
        ET_BAHA     Bahamian pc_et1_19
        ET_BARB     Barbadian pc_et1_19
        ET_BERM     Bermudan pc_et1_19
        ET_CARIB     Carib pc_et1_19
        ET_CUBA     Cuban pc_et1_19
        ET_DOMI     Dominican pc_et1_19
        ET_GREN     Grenadian pc_et1_19
        ET_GUADELO     Guadeloupean pc_et1_19
        ET_HAI     Haitian pc_et1_19
        ET_JAMA     Jamaican pc_et1_19
        ET_KITT     Kittitian/Nevisian pc_et1_19
        ET_MART     Martinican pc_et1_19
        ET_MONT     Montserratan pc_et1_19
        ET_PUER     Puerto Rican pc_et1_19
        ET_STLU     St. Lucian pc_et1_19
        ET_TRI     Trinidadian/Tobagonian pc_et1_19
        ET_VINC     Vincentian/Grenadinian pc_et1_19
        ET_WIN     West Indian, n.o.s. pc_et1_19
        ET_CARI     Caribbean origins, n.i.e. pc_et1_19
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    ET_LAMO   Latin, Central and South American origins pc_et1_19
        ET_AFCS     Aboriginal from Central/South America (except Arawak and Maya) pc_et1_19
        ET_ARAWAK     Arawak pc_et1_19
        ET_ARGE     Argentinian pc_et1_19
        ET_BELI     Belizean pc_et1_19
        ET_BOLI     Bolivian pc_et1_19
        ET_BRAZ     Brazilian pc_et1_19
        ET_CHIL     Chilean pc_et1_19
        ET_COLO     Colombian pc_et1_19
        ET_COST     Costa Rican pc_et1_19
        ET_ECUA     Ecuadorian pc_et1_19
        ET_GUAT     Guatemalan pc_et1_19
        ET_GUY     Guyanese pc_et1_19
        ET_HISP     Hispanic pc_et1_19
        ET_HOND     Honduran pc_et1_19
        ET_MAYA     Maya pc_et1_19
        ET_MEXI     Mexican pc_et1_19
        ET_NICA     Nicaraguan pc_et1_19
        ET_PANA     Panamanian pc_et1_19
        ET_PARA     Paraguayan pc_et1_19
        ET_PERU     Peruvian pc_et1_19
        ET_SALV     Salvadorean pc_et1_19
        ET_URUG     Uruguayan pc_et1_19
        ET_VENE     Venezuelan pc_et1_19
        ET_LAM     Latin, Central and South American origins, n.i.e. pc_et1_19
    ET_AFRO   African origins pc_et2_19
        ET_CWAFRO     Central and West African origins pc_et2_19
            ET_AKAN       Akan pc_et2_19
            ET_ANGO       Angolan pc_et2_19
            ET_ASHA       Ashanti pc_et2_19
            ET_BENI       Beninese pc_et2_19
            ET_BURK       Burkinabe pc_et2_19
            ET_CAME       Cameroonian pc_et2_19
            ET_CHAD       Chadian pc_et2_19
            ET_CONGOL       Congolese pc_et2_19
            ET_EDO       Edo pc_et2_19
            ET_EWE       Ewe pc_et2_19
            ET_GABO       Gabonese pc_et2_19
            ET_GAMB       Gambian pc_et2_19
            ET_GHAN       Ghanaian pc_et2_19
            ET_GUIN       Guinean pc_et2_19
            ET_IBO       Ibo pc_et2_19
            ET_IVOR       Ivorian pc_et2_19
            ET_LIBE       Liberian pc_et2_19
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            ET_MALI       Malian pc_et2_19
            ET_MALINKE       Malinké pc_et2_19
            ET_NIGE       Nigerian pc_et2_19
            ET_PEUL       Peulh pc_et2_19
            ET_SENE       Senegalese pc_et2_19
            ET_SIER       Sierra Leonean pc_et2_19
            ET_TOGO       Togolese pc_et2_19
            ET_WOLOF       Wolof pc_et2_19
            ET_YORU       Yoruba pc_et2_19
            ET_CWAFR       Central and West African origins, n.i.e. pc_et2_19
        ET_NAFRO     North African origins pc_et2_19
            ET_ALGE       Algerian pc_et2_19
            ET_BERB       Berber pc_et2_19
            ET_COPT       Coptic pc_et2_19
            ET_DINK       Dinka pc_et2_19
            ET_EGY       Egyptian pc_et2_19
            ET_LEB       Libyan pc_et2_19
            ET_MAURE       Maure pc_et2_19
            ET_MORO       Moroccan pc_et2_19
            ET_SUDA       Sudanese pc_et2_19
            ET_TUNI       Tunisian pc_et2_19
            ET_NAFR       North African origins, n.i.e. pc_et2_19
        ET_SEAFRO     Southern and East African origins pc_et2_19
            ET_AFRI       Afrikaner pc_et2_19
            ET_AMHA       Amhara pc_et2_19
            ET_BANT       Bantu, n.o.s. pc_et2_19
            ET_BURU       Burundian pc_et2_19
            ET_DJIBOUT       Djiboutian pc_et2_19
            ET_ERIT       Eritrean pc_et2_19
            ET_ETHI       Ethiopian pc_et2_19
            ET_HARA       Harari pc_et2_19
            ET_KENY       Kenyan pc_et2_19
            ET_MALA       Malagasy pc_et2_19
            ET_MAUR       Mauritian pc_et2_19
            ET_OROM       Oromo pc_et2_19
            ET_RWAN       Rwandan pc_et2_19
            ET_SEYC       Seychellois pc_et2_19
            ET_SOMA       Somali pc_et2_19
            ET_SOUT       South African pc_et2_19
            ET_TANZ       Tanzanian pc_et2_19
            ET_TIGR       Tigrian pc_et2_19
            ET_UGAN       Ugandan pc_et2_19
            ET_ZAMB       Zambian pc_et2_19
            ET_ZIMB       Zimbabwean pc_et2_19
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            ET_ZULU       Zulu pc_et2_19
            ET_SEAFR       Southern and East African origins, n.i.e. pc_et2_19
        ET_OAFRO     Other African origins pc_et2_19
            ET_BLK       Black, n.o.s. pc_et2_19
            ET_AFR       Other African origins, n.i.e. pc_et2_19
    ET_ASIAO   Asian origins pc_et2_19
        ET_WASIAO     West Central Asian and Middle Eastern origins pc_et2_19
            ET_AFGH       Afghan pc_et2_19
            ET_ARB       Arab, n.o.s. pc_et2_19
            ET_ARM       Armenian pc_et2_19
            ET_ASSY       Assyrian pc_et2_19
            ET_AZER       Azerbaijani pc_et2_19
            ET_GEOR       Georgian pc_et2_19
            ET_HAZARA       Hazara pc_et2_19
            ET_IRA       Iranian pc_et2_19
            ET_IRAQ       Iraqi pc_et2_19
            ET_ISRA       Israeli pc_et2_19
            ET_JORD       Jordanian pc_et2_19
            ET_KAZA       Kazakh pc_et2_19
            ET_KURD       Kurd pc_et2_19
            ET_KUWA       Kuwaiti pc_et2_19
            ET_KYRGYZ       Kyrgyz pc_et2_19
            ET_LEBA       Lebanese pc_et2_19
            ET_PALE       Palestinian pc_et2_19
            ET_PASH       Pashtun pc_et2_19
            ET_SAUD       Saudi Arabian pc_et2_19
            ET_SYRI       Syrian pc_et2_19
            ET_TAJI       Tajik pc_et2_19
            ET_TATA       Tatar pc_et2_19
            ET_TURK       Turk pc_et2_19
            ET_TURKMEN       Turkmen pc_et2_19
            ET_UIGH       Uighur pc_et2_19
            ET_UZBE       Uzbek pc_et2_19
            ET_YEME       Yemeni pc_et2_19
            ET_WASIA       West Central Asian and Middle Eastern origins, n.i.e. pc_et2_19
        ET_SA     South Asian origins pc_et2_19
            ET_BANG       Bangladeshi pc_et2_19
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            ET_BENG       Bengali pc_et2_19
            ET_BHUTANE       Bhutanese pc_et2_19
            ET_EIN       East Indian pc_et2_19
            ET_GOAN       Goan pc_et2_19
            ET_GUJA       Gujarati pc_et2_19
            ET_KASH       Kashmiri pc_et2_19
            ET_NEPA       Nepali pc_et2_19
            ET_PAK       Pakistani pc_et2_19
            ET_PUN       Punjabi pc_et2_19
            ET_SINH       Sinhalese pc_et2_19
            ET_SLK       Sri Lankan pc_et2_19
            ET_TAMI       Tamil pc_et2_19
            ET_SAS       South Asian origins, n.i.e. pc_et2_19
        ET_ESAO     East and Southeast Asian origins pc_et2_19
            ET_BURM       Burmese pc_et2_19
            ET_CAMBK       Cambodian (Khmer) pc_et2_19
            ET_CHIN       Chinese pc_et2_19
            ET_FIL       Filipino pc_et2_19
            ET_HMON       Hmong pc_et2_19
            ET_INDO       Indonesian pc_et2_19
            ET_JAP       Japanese pc_et2_19
            ET_KAREN       Karen pc_et2_19
            ET_KOR       Korean pc_et2_19
            ET_LAOT       Laotian pc_et2_19
            ET_MALAY       Malaysian pc_et2_19
            ET_MONG       Mongolian pc_et2_19
            ET_SING       Singaporean pc_et2_19
            ET_TAIW       Taiwanese pc_et2_19
            ET_THAI       Thai pc_et2_19
            ET_TIBE       Tibetan pc_et2_19
            ET_VTN       Vietnamese pc_et2_19
            ET_ESAS       East and Southeast Asian origins, n.i.e. pc_et2_19
        ET_OASIAO     Other Asian origins pc_et2_19
            ET_ASIA       Other Asian origins, n.i.e. pc_et2_19
    ET_OCEO   Oceania origins pc_et2_19
        ET_AUS     Australian pc_et2_19
        ET_NEW     New Zealander pc_et2_19
        ET_PACO     Pacific Islands origins pc_et2_19
            ET_FIJI       Fijian pc_et2_19
            ET_HAWA       Hawaiian pc_et2_19
            ET_MAOR       Maori pc_et2_19
            ET_POLY       Polynesian, n.o.s. pc_et2_19
            ET_SAMO       Samoan pc_et2_19
            ET_PACI       Pacific Islands origins, n.i.e. pc_et2_19
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LF_15P Total - Population aged 15 years and over by Labour force status
    LF_15   In the labour force
        LF_15EMP     Employed
        LF_15UEM     Unemployed.  Unemployed persons are those who

a) were on temporary layoff with the expectation of recall and were available for work; 
or
b) were without work, had actively looked for work, and were available for work ; or
c) had a new job to start within four weeks, and were available for work.

    LF_15NOT   Not in the labour force.  Refers to persons who were neither employed nor 
unemployed. It includes students, homemakers, retired workers, seasonal workers in an 
'off' season who were not looking for work, and persons who could not work because of 
a long term illness or disability.

LF_15PR Participation rate
LF_15ER Employment rate
LF_15UR Unemployment rate
LF_F15P Total - Population aged 15 years and over by Labour force status - Female
    LF_F15   In the labour force
        LF_F15EMP     Employed
        LF_F15UEM     Unemployed
    LF_F15NOT   Not in the labour force
LF_F15PR Participation rate
LF_F15ER Employment rate
LF_F15UR Unemployment rate
LF_M15P Total - Population aged 15 years and over by Labour force status - Male
    LF_M15   In the labour force
        LF_M15EMP     Employed
        LF_M15UEM     Unemployed
    LF_M15NOT   Not in the labour force
LF_M15PR Participation rate
LF_M15ER Employment rate
LF_M15UR Unemployment rate
LF_1524P Total population 15-24 years by labour force activity
    LF_1524  In the labour force
        LF_1524EMP    Employed
        LF_1524UEM     Unemployed.  Unemployed persons are those who

a) were on temporary layoff with the expectation of recall and were available for work; 
or
b) were without work, had actively looked for work, and were available for work ; or
c) had a new job to start within four weeks, and were available for work.

        LF_1524NOT    Not in the labour force: Refers to persons who were neither employed nor 
unemployed. It includes students, homemakers, retired workers, seasonal workers in an 
'off' season who were not looking for work, and persons who could not work because of 
long term illness or disability.
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   LF_1524PR Participation rate
   LF_1524ER Employment rate
   LF_1524UR Unemployment rate
 LF_M1524P Males 15-24 years and over - Labour force activity
     LF_M1524   In the labour force
         LF_M1524EM     Employed
         LF_M1524UE     Unemployed
     LF_M1524NO   Not in the labour force
 LF_M1524PR Participation rate
 LF_M1524ER Employment rate
 LF_M1524UR Unemployment rate
 LF_F1524P Females 15-24 years and over - Labour force activity
     LF_F1524   In the labour force
         LF_F1524EM     Employed
         LF_F1524UE     Unemployed
     LF_F1524NO   Not in the labour force
 LF_F1524PR Participation rate
 LF_F1524ER Employment rate
 LF_F1524UR Unemployment rate
 LF_25P Total population 25 years and over by labour force activity
     LF_25   In the labour force
         LF_25EMP     Employed
         LF_25UEM     Unemployed.  Unemployed persons are those who

a) were on temporary layoff with the expectation of recall and were available for work; 
or
b) were without work, had actively looked for work, and were available for work ; or
c) had a new job to start within four weeks, and were available for work.

         LF_25NOT     Not in the labour force: Refers to persons who were neither employed nor 
unemployed. It includes students, homemakers, retired workers, seasonal workers in an 
'off' season who were not looking for work, and persons who could not work because of 
a long term illness or disability.

 LF_25PR Participation rate
 LF_25ER Employment rate
 LF_25UR Unemployment rate
 LF_M25P Males 25 years and over - Labour force activity
     LF_M25   In the labour force
         LF_M25EMP     Employed
         LF_M25UEM     Unemployed
     LF_M25NOT   Not in the labour force
 LF_M25PR Participation rate
 LF_M25ER Employment rate
 LF_M25UR Unemployment rate
 LF_F25P Females 25 years and over - Labour force activity
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     LF_F25   In the labour force
         LF_F25EMP     Employed
         LF_F25UEM     Unemployed
     LF_F25NOT   Not in the labour force
 LF_F25PR Participation rate
 LF_F25ER Employment rate
 LF_F25UR Unemployment rate
LF_WTOT  Total population aged 15 years and over by work activity during the reference year
    LF_WNW    Did not work
    LF_WWK    Worked
        LF_15EMPF      Worked full year, full time
        LF_15EMPP      Worked part year and/or part time
LF_WAVE  Average weeks worked in reference year
LF_INTOT Total Labour Force population aged 15 years and over by Industry - North American 

Industry Classification System (NAICS) 2012
    LF_INNA   Industry - NAICS2012 - not applicable
    LF_INALL   All industry categories
        LF_INAG     11 Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
        LF_INMI     21 Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction
        LF_INUT     22 Utilities
        LF_INCON     23 Construction
        LF_INMAN     31-33 Manufacturing
        LF_INWH     41 Wholesale trade
        LF_INRT     44-45 Retail trade
        LF_INTR     48-49 Transportation and warehousing
        LF_ININF     51 Information and cultural industries
        LF_INFIN     52 Finance and insurance
        LF_INRS     53 Real estate and rental and leasing
        LF_INPRO     54 Professional, scientific and technical services
        LF_INMG     55 Management of companies and enterprises
        LF_INADM     56 Administrative and support, waste management and remediation services
        LF_INEDU     61 Educational services
        LF_INHEA     62 Health care and social assistance
        LF_INART     71 Arts, entertainment and recreation
        LF_INACC     72 Accommodation and food services
        LF_INOTH     81 Other services (except public administration)
        LF_INPUB     91 Public administration
LF_FINTOT Total Labour Force population aged 15 years and over by Industry - North American 

Industry Classification System (NAICS) 2012 -  Female
    LF_FINNA   Industry - NAICS2012 - not applicable
    LF_FINALL   All industry categories
        LF_FINAG     11 Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
        LF_FINMI     21 Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction
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        LF_FINUT     22 Utilities
        LF_FINCON     23 Construction
        LF_FINMAN     31-33 Manufacturing
        LF_FINWH     41 Wholesale trade
        LF_FINRT     44-45 Retail trade
        LF_FINTR     48-49 Transportation and warehousing
        LF_FININF     51 Information and cultural industries
        LF_FINFIN     52 Finance and insurance
        LF_FINRS     53 Real estate and rental and leasing
        LF_FINPRO     54 Professional, scientific and technical services
        LF_FINMG     55 Management of companies and enterprises
        LF_FINADM     56 Administrative and support, waste management and remediation services
        LF_FINEDU     61 Educational services
        LF_FINHEA     62 Health care and social assistance
        LF_FINART     71 Arts, entertainment and recreation
        LF_FINACC     72 Accommodation and food services
        LF_FINOTH     81 Other services (except public administration)
        LF_FINPUB     91 Public administration
LF_MINTOT Total Labour Force population aged 15 years and over by Industry - North American 

Industry Classification System (NAICS) 2012 - Male
    LF_MINNA   Industry - NAICS2012 - not applicable
    LF_MINALL   All industry categories
        LF_MINAG     11 Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
        LF_MINMI     21 Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction
        LF_MINUT     22 Utilities
        LF_MINCON     23 Construction
        LF_MINMAN     31-33 Manufacturing
        LF_MINWH     41 Wholesale trade
        LF_MINRT     44-45 Retail trade
        LF_MINTR     48-49 Transportation and warehousing
        LF_MININF     51 Information and cultural industries
        LF_MINFIN     52 Finance and insurance
        LF_MINRS     53 Real estate and rental and leasing
        LF_MINPRO     54 Professional, scientific and technical services
        LF_MINMG     55 Management of companies and enterprises
        LF_MINADM     56 Administrative and support, waste management and remediation services
        LF_MINEDU     61 Educational services
        LF_MINHEA     62 Health care and social assistance
        LF_MINART     71 Arts, entertainment and recreation
        LF_MINACC     72 Accommodation and food services
        LF_MINOTH     81 Other services (except public administration)
        LF_MINPUB     91 Public administration
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EM_TOT Total labour force aged 15 years and over by class of worker. Classification of persons 

who reported a job into the following categories: (a) persons who worked mainly for 
wages, salaries, commissions, tips, piece-rates, or payments 'in kind' (payments in 
goods or services rather than money); (b) persons who worked mainly for themselves, 
with or without paid help, operating a business, farm or professional practice, alone or 
in partnership; (c) persons who worked without pay in a family business, farm or 
professional practice owned or operated by a related household member; unpaid family 
work does not include unpaid housework, unpaid childcare, unpaid care to seniors and 
volunteer work 

    EM_NA   Class of worker - not applicable. Unemployed persons 15 years and over who have 
never worked for pay or in self-employment or who had worked before.

    EM_ALL   All classes of workers. Refers to the experienced labour force population: persons who 
are employed or who worked for pay or in self-employment

        EM_PEM     Employee
        EM_PSM     Self-employed
EM_FTOT Total labour force aged 15 years and over by class of worker - Female
    EM_FNA   Class of worker - not applicable. Unemployed persons 15 years and over who have 

never worked for pay or in self-employment or who had worked before.
    EM_FALL   All classes of workers. Refers to the experienced labour force population: persons who 

are employed or who worked for pay or in self-employment
        EM_FPEM      Employee
        EM_FPSM     Self-employed
EM_MTOT  Total labour force aged 15 years and over by class of worker - Male
    EM_MNA    Class of worker - not applicable. Unemployed persons 15 years and over who have 

never worked for pay or in self-employment or who had worked before.
    EM_MALL   All classes of workers. Refers to the experienced labour force population: persons who 

are employed or who worked for pay or in self-employment
        EM_MPEM     Employee
        EM_MPSM     Self-employed
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EM_PLTOT Total - Place of work status for the employed labour force aged 15 years and over in 

private households. Worked at home - Persons whose job is located in the same 
building as their place of residence, persons who live and work on the same farm, 
building superintendents and teleworkers who spend most of their work week working 
at home. Worked outside Canada - Persons who work at a location outside Canada. This 
can include diplomats, Armed Forces personnel and other persons enumerated abroad. 
This category also includes recent immigrants who may not currently be employed, but 
whose job of longest duration was held outside Canada. No fixed workplace address - 
Persons who do not go from home to the same workplace location at the beginning of 
each shift. Such persons include building and landscape contractors, travelling 
salespersons, independent truck drivers, etc. 
Usual place of work (Worked at a specified address) - Persons who are not included in 
the categories described above and who report to the same (usual) workplace location 
at the beginning of each shift are included here. Respondents are asked to provide the 
street address, city, town, village, township, municipality or Indian reserve, 
province/territory and postal code of their workplace.     EM_PLHOM   Worked at home

    EM_PLOCA   Worked outside Canada
    EM_PLNOF   No fixed workplace address
    EM_PLU   Worked at usual place
EM_TRTOT Total - Main mode of commuting for the employed labour force aged 15 years and over 

in private households with a usual place of work or no fixed workplace address. For 
example, by car, on foot, on public transit, or by some other means

    EM_TRCD   Car, truck, van - as a driver
    EM_TRCP   Car, truck, van - as a passenger
    EM_TRPB   Public transit
    EM_TRWK   Walked
    EM_TRBK   Bicycle
    EM_TROT   Other method
EM_FPLTOT Total - Place of work status for the employed labour force aged 15 years and over in 

private households - Female
    EM_FPLHOM   Worked at home
    EM_FPLOCA   Worked outside Canada
    EM_FPLNOF   No fixed workplace address
    EM_FPLU   Worked at usual place
EM_FTRTOT Total - Main mode of commuting for the employed labour force aged 15 years and over 

in private households with a usual place of work or no fixed workplace address - Female
    EM_FTRCD   Car, truck, van - as a driver
    EM_FTRCP   Car, truck, van - as a passenger
    EM_FTRPB   Public transit
    EM_FTRWK   Walked
    EM_FTRBK   Bicycle
    EM_FTROT   Other method
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EM_MPLTOT Total - Place of work status for the employed labour force aged 15 years and over in 

private households - Male
    EM_MPLHOM   Worked at home
    EM_MPLOCA   Worked outside Canada
    EM_MPLNOF   No fixed workplace address
    EM_MPLU   Worked at usual place
EM_MTRTOT Total - Main mode of commuting for the employed labour force aged 15 years and over 

in private households with a usual place of work or no fixed workplace address - Male
    EM_MTRCD   Car, truck, van - as a driver
    EM_MTRCP   Car, truck, van - as a passenger
    EM_MTRPB   Public transit
    EM_MTRWK   Walked
    EM_MTRBK   Bicycle
    EM_MTROT   Other method
EM_CMTOT Total - Commuting duration for the employed labour force aged 15 years and over in 

private households with a usual place of work or no fixed workplace address

    EM_CM_15   Less than 15 minutes
    EM_CM15_29   15 to 29 minutes
    EM_CM30_44   30 to 44 minutes
    EM_CM45_59   45 to 59 minutes
    EM_CM60_   60 minutes and over
EM_TMTOT Total - Time leaving for work for the employed labour force aged 15 years and over in 

private households with a usual place of work or no fixed workplace address
    EM_TM5_6   Between 5 a.m. and 5:59 a.m.
    EM_TM6_7   Between 6 a.m. and 6:59 a.m.
    EM_TM7_8   Between 7 a.m. and 7:59 a.m.
    EM_TM8_9   Between 8 a.m. and 8:59 a.m.
    EM_TM9_12   Between 9 a.m. and 11:59 a.m.
    EM_TM12_   Between 12 p.m. and 4:59 a.m.
EM_LGTOT Total - Language used most often at work for the population in private households aged 

15 years and over 
    EM_LGSIN   Single responses
        EM_LGOFFIC     Official languages
            EM_LGEN       English
            EM_LGFR       French
        EM_LGNOF     Non-official languages
            EM_LGCRE       Cree-Montagnais languages
            EM_LGINU       Inuit languages
            EM_LGGER       German
            EM_LGPUN       Punjabi (Panjabi)
            EM_LGPOR       Portuguese
            EM_LGSP       Spanish
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            EM_LGKOR       Korean
            EM_LGCAN       Cantonese
            EM_LGMAN       Mandarin
            EM_LGCH       Chinese, n.o.s.
            EM_LGOT       Other
    EM_LGMUL   Multiple responses
        EM_LGENFR     English and French
        EM_LGENNO     English and non-official language
        EM_LGFRNO     French and non-official language
        EM_LGEFNO     English, French and non-official language
EM_LGTOTA Total - Other language(s) used regularly at work for the population in private 

households aged 15 years and over
    EM_LGNONE   None
    EM_LGENA   English
    EM_LGFRA   French
    EM_LGNOFA   Non-official language
        EM_ABOR     Aboriginal
        EM_NOAB     Non-Aboriginal
    EM_LGENFRA   English and French
    EM_LGENNOA   English and non-official language
    EM_LGFRNOA   French and non-official language
    EM_LGEFNOA   English, French and non-official language
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Population Income

IN_P15_ Total - Total income groups for the population aged 15 years and over in 
private households

pc_in1_19

    IN_N15_   Without total income pc_in1_19
    IN_W15_   With total income pc_in1_19
        IN_P_05     Under $10,000 (including loss) pc_in1_19
        IN_P1020     $10,000 to $19,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_P2030     $20,000 to $29,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_P3040     $30,000 to $39,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_P4050     $40,000 to $49,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_P5060     $50,000 to $59,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_P6070     $60,000 to $69,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_P7080     $70,000 to $79,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_P8090     $80,000 to $89,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_P90100     $90,000 to $99,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_P100_     $100,000 and over pc_in1_19
            IN_P100150       $100,000 to $149,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_P150_       $150,000 and over pc_in1_19
        IN_PM15_  Median income ($) of total population 15 years and over pc_in1_19
        IN_PA15_  Average income ($) of total population 15 years and over pc_in1_19
IN_TP15_ Total - After-tax income groups for the population aged 15 years and 

over in private households
pc_in1_19

    IN_TN15_   Without after-tax income pc_in1_19
    IN_TW15_   With after-tax income pc_in1_19
        IN_TP_05     Under $10,000 (including loss) pc_in1_19
        IN_TP1020     $10,000 to $19,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TP2030     $20,000 to $29,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TP3040     $30,000 to $39,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TP4050     $40,000 to $49,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TP5060     $50,000 to $59,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TP6070     $60,000 to $69,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TP7080     $70,000 to $79,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TP80_     $80,000 and over pc_in1_19
            IN_TP8090       $80,000 to $89,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_TP90100       $90,000 to $99,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_TP100_       $100,000 and over pc_in1_19
        IN_TPM15_  Median after-tax income ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_TPA15_  Average after-tax income ($) pc_in1_19
IN_EP15_ Total - Employment income groups for the population aged 15 years and 

over in private households. Employment income includes wages, salaries 
and commissions, net self-employment income from farm or non-farm 
unincorporated business and/or professional practice.

pc_in1_19
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    IN_EN15_   Without employment income pc_in1_19
    IN_EW15_   With employment income pc_in1_19
        IN_EP_05     Under $5,000 (including loss) pc_in1_19
        IN_EP0510     $5,000 to $9,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EP1020     $10,000 to $19,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EP2030     $20,000 to $29,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EP3040     $30,000 to $39,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EP4050     $40,000 to $49,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EP5060     $50,000 to $59,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EP6070     $60,000 to $69,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EP7080     $70,000 to $79,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EP80_     $80,000 and over pc_in1_19
            IN_EP8090       $80,000 to $89,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_EP90100       $90,000 to $99,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_EP100_       $100,000 and over pc_in1_19
        IN_EM15_     Median employment income ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_EA15_     Average employment income ($) pc_in1_19
IN_FP15_ Total - Total income groups for the population aged 15 years and over in 

private households - Female
pc_in1_19

    IN_FN15_   Without total income pc_in1_19
    IN_FW15_   With total income pc_in1_19
        IN_FP_05     Under $10,000 (including loss) pc_in1_19
        IN_FP1020     $10,000 to $19,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_FP2030     $20,000 to $29,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_FP3040     $30,000 to $39,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_FP4050     $40,000 to $49,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_FP5060     $50,000 to $59,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_FP6070     $60,000 to $69,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_FP7080     $70,000 to $79,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_FP8090     $80,000 to $89,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_FP90100     $90,000 to $99,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_FP100_     $100,000 and over pc_in1_19
            IN_FP10015       $100,000 to $149,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_FP150_       $150,000 and over pc_in1_19
        IN_FPM15_     Median total income ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_FPA15_     Average total income ($) pc_in1_19
IN_TFP15_ Total - After-tax income groups for the population aged 15 years and 

over in private households - Female
pc_in1_19

    IN_TFN15_   Without after-tax income pc_in1_19
    IN_TFW15_   With after-tax income pc_in1_19
        IN_TFP_05     Under $10,000 (including loss) pc_in1_19
        IN_TFP1020     $10,000 to $19,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TFP2030     $20,000 to $29,999 pc_in1_19
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        IN_TFP3040     $30,000 to $39,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TFP4050     $40,000 to $49,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TFP5060     $50,000 to $59,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TFP6070     $60,000 to $69,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TFP7080     $70,000 to $79,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TFP80_     $80,000 and over pc_in1_19
            IN_TFP8090       $80,000 to $89,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_TFP9010       $90,000 to $99,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_TFP100_       $100,000 and over pc_in1_19
        IN_TFPM15_  Median after-tax income ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_TFPA15_  Average after-tax income ($) pc_in1_19
IN_EFP15_ Total - Employment income groups for the population aged 15 years and 

over in private households - Female
pc_in1_19

    IN_EFN15_   Without employment income pc_in1_19
    IN_EFW15_   With employment income pc_in1_19
        IN_EFP_05     Under $5,000 (including loss) pc_in1_19
        IN_EFP0510     $5,000 to $9,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EFP1020     $10,000 to $19,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EFP2030     $20,000 to $29,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EFP3040     $30,000 to $39,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EFP4050     $40,000 to $49,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EFP5060     $50,000 to $59,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EFP6070     $60,000 to $69,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EFP7080     $70,000 to $79,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EFP80_     $80,000 and over pc_in1_19
            IN_EFP8090       $80,000 to $89,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_EFP9010       $90,000 to $99,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_EFP100_       $100,000 and over pc_in1_19
        IN_FEM15_     Median employment income ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_FEA15_     Average employment income ($) pc_in1_19
IN_MP15_ Total - Total income groups for the population aged 15 years and over in 

private households - Male
pc_in1_19

    IN_MN15_   Without total income pc_in1_19
    IN_MW15_   With total income pc_in1_19
        IN_MP_05     Under $10,000 (including loss) pc_in1_19
        IN_MP1020     $10,000 to $19,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_MP2030     $20,000 to $29,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_MP3040     $30,000 to $39,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_MP4050     $40,000 to $49,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_MP5060     $50,000 to $59,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_MP6070     $60,000 to $69,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_MP7080     $70,000 to $79,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_MP8090     $80,000 to $89,999 pc_in1_19
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        IN_MP90100     $90,000 to $99,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_MP100_     $100,000 and over pc_in1_19
            IN_MP10015       $100,000 to $149,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_MP150_       $150,000 and over pc_in1_19
        IN_MPM15_     Median total income ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_MPA15_     Average total income ($) pc_in1_19
IN_TMP15_ Total - After-tax income groups for the population aged 15 years and 

over in private households - Male
pc_in1_19

    IN_TMN15_   Without after-tax income pc_in1_19
    IN_TMW15_   With after-tax income pc_in1_19
        IN_TMP_05     Under $10,000 (including loss) pc_in1_19
        IN_TMP1020     $10,000 to $19,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TMP2030     $20,000 to $29,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TMP3040     $30,000 to $39,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TMP4050     $40,000 to $49,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TMP5060     $50,000 to $59,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TMP6070     $60,000 to $69,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TMP7080     $70,000 to $79,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_TMP80_     $80,000 and over pc_in1_19
            IN_TMP8090       $80,000 to $89,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_TMP9010       $90,000 to $99,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_TMP100_       $100,000 and over pc_in1_19
        IN_TMPM15_     Median after-tax income ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_TMPA15_     Average after-tax income ($) pc_in1_19
IN_EMP15_ Total - Employment income groups for the population aged 15 years and 

over in private households - Male
pc_in1_19

    IN_EMN15_   Without employment income pc_in1_19
    IN_EMW15_   With employment income pc_in1_19
        IN_EMP_05     Under $5,000 (including loss) pc_in1_19
        IN_EMP0510     $5,000 to $9,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EMP1020     $10,000 to $19,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EMP2030     $20,000 to $29,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EMP3040     $30,000 to $39,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EMP4050     $40,000 to $49,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EMP5060     $50,000 to $59,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EMP6070     $60,000 to $69,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EMP7080     $70,000 to $79,999 pc_in1_19
        IN_EMP80_     $80,000 and over pc_in1_19
            IN_EMP8090       $80,000 to $89,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_EMP9010       $90,000 to $99,999 pc_in1_19
            IN_EMP100_       $100,000 and over pc_in1_19
        IN_MEM15_     Median employment income ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_MEA15_     Average employment income ($) pc_in1_19
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IN_PCOMP Composition of total income of the population aged 15 years and over in 

private households (%)
pc_in1_19

    IN_PMAR   Market income (%). It includes employment income, investment income, 
private retirement income (retirement pensions, superannuation and 
annuities, including those from registered retirement savings plans (RRSPs) 
and registered retirement income funds (RRIFs)) and other money income 
from market sources.

pc_in1_19

        IN_PEMP     Employment income (%) pc_in1_19
    IN_PGOV   Government transfers (%). It includes all cash benefits received from 

federal, provincial, territorial or municipal governments:
    Old Age Security pension, Guaranteed Income Supplement, Allowance 
or Allowance for the Survivor;
    retirement, disability and survivor benefits from Canada Pension Plan 
and Québec Pension Plan;
    benefits from Employment Insurance and Québec parental insurance 
plan;
    child benefits from federal and provincial programs;
    social assistance benefits;
    workers' compensation benefits;
    Working income tax benefit;
    Goods and services tax credit and harmonized sales tax credit;
    other income from government sources.

pc_in1_19

    IN_MKW15_   Number of market income recipients aged 15 years and over in private 
households

pc_in1_19

        IN_MKM15_     Median market income($) pc_in1_19
        IN_MKA15_     Average market income ($) pc_in1_19
    IN_WE15_F   Number of employment income recipients aged 15 years and over in 

private households who worked full year full time
pc_in1_19

        IN_ME15_F     Median employment income for full-year full-time workers ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_AE15_F     Average employment income for full-year full-time workers ($) pc_in1_19
    IN_GW15_   Number of government transfers recipients aged 15 years and over in 

private households
pc_in1_19

        IN_GM15_     Median government transfers ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_GA15_     Average government transfers ($) pc_in1_19
IN_FPCOMP Composition of total income of the population aged 15 years and over in 

private households (%) - Female
pc_in1_19

    IN_FPMAR   Market income (%) pc_in1_19
        IN_FPEMP     Employment income (%) pc_in1_19
    IN_FPGOV   Government transfers (%) pc_in1_19
    IN_FMKW15_   Number of market income recipients aged 15 years and over in private 

households - Female
pc_in1_19

        IN_FMKM15_     Median market income ($) pc_in1_19
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        IN_FMKA15_     Average market income ($) pc_in1_19
    IN_FWE15_F   Number of employment income recipients aged 15 years and over in 

private households who worked full year full time - Female
pc_in1_19

        IN_FME15_F     Median employment income for full-year full-time workers ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_FAE15_F     Average employment income for full-year full-time workers ($) pc_in1_19
    IN_FGW15_   Number of government transfers recipients aged 15 years and over in 

private households - Female
pc_in1_19

        IN_FGM15_     Median government transfers ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_FGA15_     Average government transfers ($) pc_in1_19
IN_MPCOMP Composition of total income of the population aged 15 years and over in 

private households (%)  - Male  
pc_in1_19

    IN_MPMAR   Market income (%) pc_in1_19
        IN_MPEMP     Employment income (%) pc_in1_19
    IN_MPGOV   Government transfers (%) pc_in1_19
    IN_MMKW15_   Number of market income recipients aged 15 years and over in private 

households - Male
pc_in1_19

        IN_MMKM15_     Median market income ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_MMKA15_     Average market income ($) pc_in1_19
    IN_MWE15_F   Number of employment income recipients aged 15 years and over in 

private households who worked full year full time - Male
pc_in1_19

        IN_MME15_F     Median employment income for full-year full-time workers ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_MAE15_F     Average employment income for full-year full-time workers ($) pc_in1_19
    IN_MGW15_   Number of government transfers recipients aged 15 years and over in 

private households - Male
pc_in1_19

        IN_MGM15_     Median government transfers ($) pc_in1_19
        IN_MGA15_     Average government transfers ($) pc_in1_19

Family Income 
IN_TFM Total - Family income for economic families in private households pc_in2_19
    IN_FM15_   Median family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_TFM15_   Median after-tax family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_FA15_   Average family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_TFA15_   Average after-tax family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_FMAVG   Average family size of economic families pc_in2_19
IN_TCOFM Total - Family income for couple economic families without children or 

other relatives
pc_in2_19

    IN_COFM15_   Median family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_TOCFM15   Median after-tax family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_COFA15_   Average family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_TOCFA15   Average after-tax family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_FMAVGC   Average family size pc_in2_19
IN_TCCFM Total - Family income for couple economic families with children pc_in2_19
    IN_CCFM15_   Median family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_TCCFM15   Median after-tax family income ($) pc_in2_19
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    IN_CCFA15_   Average family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_TCCFA15   Average after-tax family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_FMAVGCC   Average family size pc_in2_19
IN_TLFM Total - Family income for lone-parent economic families pc_in2_19
    IN_LFM15_   Median family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_TLFM15_   Median after-tax family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_LFA15_   Average family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_TLFA15_   Average after-tax family income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_FMAVGL   Average family size pc_in2_19
INNP15_ Total - Income for persons aged 15 years and over not in economic 

families in private households
pc_in2_19

    INNPM15_   Median total income ($) pc_in2_19
    INNTPM15_   Median after-tax income ($) pc_in2_19
    INNPA15_   Average total income ($) pc_in2_19
    INNTPA15_   Average after-tax income ($) pc_in2_19
INNFP15_ Total - Income for persons aged 15 years and over not in economic 

families in private households - Female
pc_in2_19

    INNFPM15_   Median total income ($) pc_in2_19
    INNTFPM15_   Median after-tax income ($) pc_in2_19
    INNFPA15_   Average total income ($) pc_in2_19
    INNTFPA15_   Average after-tax income ($) pc_in2_19
INNMP15_ Total - Income for persons aged 15 years and over not in economic 

families in private households - Male
pc_in2_19

    INNMPM15_   Median total income ($) pc_in2_19
    INNTMPM15_   Median after-tax income ($) pc_in2_19
    INNMPA15_   Average total income ($) pc_in2_19
    INNTMPA15_   Average after-tax income ($) pc_in2_19
IN_TOTDEC Total - Economic family income decile group for the population in private 

households
pc_in2_19

    IN_DECBH   In the bottom half of the distribution pc_in2_19
        IN_DEC1     In the bottom decile pc_in2_19
        IN_DEC2     In the second decile pc_in2_19
        IN_DEC3     In the third decile pc_in2_19
        IN_DEC4     In the fourth decile pc_in2_19
        IN_DEC5     In the fifth decile pc_in2_19
    IN_DECTH   In the top half of the distribution pc_in2_19
        IN_DEC6     In the sixth decile pc_in2_19
        IN_DEC7     In the seventh decile pc_in2_19
        IN_DEC8     In the eighth decile pc_in2_19
        IN_DEC9     In the ninth decile pc_in2_19
        IN_DEC10     In the top decile pc_in2_19
INFTOTDEC Total - Economic family income decile group for the population in private 

households - Female
pc_in2_19
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    INFDECBH   In the bottom half of the distribution pc_in2_19
        INFDEC1     In the bottom decile pc_in2_19
        INFDEC2     In the second decile pc_in2_19
        INFDEC3     In the third decile pc_in2_19
        INFDEC4     In the fourth decile pc_in2_19
        INFDEC5     In the fifth decile pc_in2_19
    INFDECTH   In the top half of the distribution pc_in2_19
        INFDEC6     In the sixth decile pc_in2_19
        INFDEC7     In the seventh decile pc_in2_19
        INFDEC8     In the eighth decile pc_in2_19
        INFDEC9     In the ninth decile pc_in2_19
        INFDEC10     In the top decile pc_in2_19
INMTOTDEC Total - Economic family income decile group for the population in private 

households - Male
pc_in2_19

    INMDECBH   In the bottom half of the distribution pc_in2_19
        INMDEC1     In the bottom decile pc_in2_19
        INMDEC2     In the second decile pc_in2_19
        INMDEC3     In the third decile pc_in2_19
        INMDEC4     In the fourth decile pc_in2_19
        INMDEC5     In the fifth decile pc_in2_19
    INMDECTH   In the top half of the distribution pc_in2_19
        INMDEC6     In the sixth decile pc_in2_19
        INMDEC7     In the seventh decile pc_in2_19
        INMDEC8     In the eighth decile pc_in2_19
        INMDEC9     In the ninth decile pc_in2_19
        INMDEC10     In the top decile pc_in2_19
IN_THP Total - Low-income status for the population in private households to 

whom low-income concepts are applicable
pc_in2_19

    IN_THP_18   0 to 17 years pc_in2_19
        IN_THP_6     0 to 5 years pc_in2_19
    IN_THP1864   18 to 64 years pc_in2_19
    IN_THP65_   65 years and over pc_in2_19
IN_HBT In low income based on the Low-income measure, after tax (LIM-AT) pc_in2_19
    IN_HBT_18   0 to 17 years pc_in2_19
        IN_HBT_6     0 to 5 years pc_in2_19
    IN_HBT1864   18 to 64 years pc_in2_19
    IN_HBT65_   65 years and over pc_in2_19
IN_HAT Prevalence of low income based on the Low-income measure, after tax 

(LIM-AT) (%)
pc_in2_19

    IN_HAT_18   0 to 17 years (%) pc_in2_19
        IN_HAT_6     0 to 5 years (%) pc_in2_19
    IN_HAT1864   18 to 64 years (%) pc_in2_19
    IN_HAT65_   65 years and over (%) pc_in2_19
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IN_CBT In low income based on the Low-income cut-offs, after tax (LICO-AT) pc_in2_19
    IN_CBT_18   0 to 17 years pc_in2_19
        IN_CBT_6     0 to 5 years pc_in2_19
    IN_CBT1864   18 to 64 years pc_in2_19
    IN_CBT65_   65 years and over pc_in2_19
IN_CAT Prevalence of low income based on the Low-income cut-offs, after tax 

(LICO-AT) (%)
pc_in2_19

    IN_CAT_18   0 to 17 years (%) pc_in2_19
        IN_CAT_6     0 to 5 years (%) pc_in2_19
    IN_CAT1864   18 to 64 years (%) pc_in2_19
    IN_CAT65_   65 years and over (%) pc_in2_19
INFTHP Total - Low-income status for the population in private households to 

whom low-income concepts are applicable - Female
pc_in2_19

    INFTHP_18   0 to 17 years pc_in2_19
        INFTHP_6     0 to 5 years pc_in2_19
    INFTHP1864   18 to 64 years pc_in2_19
    INFTHP65_   65 years and over pc_in2_19
INFHBT In low income based on the Low-income measure, after tax (LIM-AT) - 

Female
pc_in2_19

    INFHBT_18   0 to 17 years pc_in2_19
        INFHBT_6     0 to 5 years pc_in2_19
    INFHBT1864   18 to 64 years pc_in2_19
    INFHBT65_   65 years and over pc_in2_19
INFHAT Prevalence of low income based on the Low-income measure, after tax 

(LIM-AT) (%) - Female
pc_in2_19

    INFHAT_18   0 to 17 years (%) pc_in2_19
        INFHAT_6     0 to 5 years (%) pc_in2_19
    INFHAT1864   18 to 64 years (%) pc_in2_19
    INFHAT65_   65 years and over (%) pc_in2_19
INFCBT In low income based on the Low-income cut-offs, after tax (LICO-AT) - 

Female
pc_in2_19

    INFCBT_18   0 to 17 years pc_in2_19
        INFCBT_6     0 to 5 years pc_in2_19
    INFCBT1864   18 to 64 years pc_in2_19
    INFCBT65_   65 years and over pc_in2_19
INFCAT Prevalence of low income based on the Low-income cut-offs, after tax 

(LICO-AT) (%) - Female
pc_in2_19

    INFCAT_18   0 to 17 years (%) pc_in2_19
        INFCAT_6     0 to 5 years (%) pc_in2_19
    INFCAT1864   18 to 64 years (%) pc_in2_19
    INFCAT65_   65 years and over (%) pc_in2_19
INMTHP Total - Low-income status for the population in private households to 

whom low-income concepts are applicable - Male
pc_in2_19

    INMTHP_18   0 to 17 years pc_in2_19
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        INMTHP_6     0 to 5 years pc_in2_19
    INMTHP1864   18 to 64 years pc_in2_19
    INMTHP65_   65 years and over pc_in2_19
INMHBT In low income based on the Low-income measure, after tax (LIM-AT) - pc_in2_19
    INMHBT_18   0 to 17 years pc_in2_19
        INMHBT_6     0 to 5 years pc_in2_19
    INMHBT1864   18 to 64 years pc_in2_19
    INMHBT65_   65 years and over pc_in2_19
INMHAT Prevalence of low income based on the Low-income measure, after tax 

(LIM-AT) (%) - Male
pc_in2_19

    INMHAT_18   0 to 17 years (%) pc_in2_19
        INMHAT_6     0 to 5 years (%) pc_in2_19
    INMHAT1864   18 to 64 years (%) pc_in2_19
    INMHAT65_   65 years and over (%) pc_in2_19
INMCBT In low income based on the Low-income cut-offs, after tax (LICO-AT) - Male pc_in2_19
    INMCBT_18   0 to 17 years pc_in2_19
        INMCBT_6     0 to 5 years pc_in2_19
    INMCBT1864   18 to 64 years pc_in2_19
    INMCBT65_   65 years and over pc_in2_19
INMCAT Prevalence of low income based on the Low-income cut-offs, after tax 

(LICO-AT) (%) - Male
pc_in2_19

    INMCAT_18   0 to 17 years (%) pc_in2_19
        INMCAT_6     0 to 5 years (%) pc_in2_19
    INMCAT1864   18 to 64 years (%) pc_in2_19
    INMCAT65_   65 years and over (%) pc_in2_19

Household Income 
IN_THH Total - Total household income groups for private households pc_in2_19
    IN_HH_5   Under $5,000 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH0510   $5,000 to $9,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH1015   $10,000 to $14,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH1520   $15,000 to $19,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH2025   $20,000 to $24,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH2530   $25,000 to $29,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH3035   $30,000 to $34,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH3540   $35,000 to $39,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH4045   $40,000 to $44,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH4550   $45,000 to $49,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH5060   $50,000 to $59,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH6070   $60,000 to $69,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH7080   $70,000 to $79,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH8090   $80,000 to $89,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH90100   $90,000 to $99,999 pc_in2_19
    IN_HH100_   $100,000 and over pc_in2_19
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        IN_HH10125     $100,000 to $124,999 pc_in2_19
        IN_HH12150     $125,000 to $149,999 pc_in2_19
        IN_HH15200     $150,000 to $199,999 pc_in2_19
        IN_HH200_     $200,000 and over pc_in2_19
INTTHH Total - After-tax household income groups for private households pc_in2_19
    INTHH_05   Under $5,000 pc_in2_19
    INTHH0510   $5,000 to $9,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH1015   $10,000 to $14,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH1520   $15,000 to $19,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH2025   $20,000 to $24,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH2530   $25,000 to $29,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH3035   $30,000 to $34,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH3540   $35,000 to $39,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH4045   $40,000 to $44,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH4550   $45,000 to $49,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH5060   $50,000 to $59,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH6070   $60,000 to $69,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH7080   $70,000 to $79,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH8090   $80,000 to $89,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH90100   $90,000 to $99,999 pc_in2_19
    INTHH100_   $100,000 and over pc_in2_19
        INTH100125     $100,000 to $124,999 pc_in2_19
        INTHH12150     $125,000 to $149,999 pc_in2_19
        INTHH150_     $150,000 and over pc_in2_19
    IN_MHH   Median total household income ($) pc_in2_19
    INTMHH   Median after-tax household income ($) pc_in2_19
    IN_AHH   Average household total income ($). It comprises income from all 

sources, including government transfers: scholarships, bursaries, and 
fellowships; wages and salaries before deductions; farm self-
employment net income; non-farm self-employment net income; Old 
Age Security (OAS) pension; Canada Pension Plan and Quebec Pension 
Plan (CPP and QPP) benefits; federal child benefits; provincial or 
territorial child tax credits or benefits; employment insurance (EI) 
benefits; social assistance; workers’ compensation benefits; federal 
goods and services/harmonized sales tax (GST/HST) credit; provincial tax 
credits; other government transfers; private retirement pensions; 
support payments received; and other taxable income including income 
from a Registered Disability Savings Plan (RDSP) and investment income 

pc_in2_19

    INTAHH   Average after-tax household income ($) pc_in2_19
        IN_T1PH     Total - Household income for one-person private households pc_in2_19
            IN_M1PH       Median total income of one-person households ($) pc_in2_19
            INTM1PH       Median after-tax income of one-person households ($) pc_in2_19
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            IN_A1PH       Average total income of one-person households ($) pc_in2_19
            INTA1PH       Average after-tax income of one-person households ($) pc_in2_19
        IN_T2PH     Total - Household income for two-or-more-person private households pc_in2_19
            IN_M2PH       Median total income of two-or-more-person households ($) pc_in2_19
            INTM2PH       Median after-tax income of two-or-more-person households ($) pc_in2_19

            IN_A2PH       Average total income of two-or-more-person households ($) pc_in2_19
            INTA2PH       Average after-tax income of two-or-more-person households ($) pc_in2_19
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Variable Name Description

RL_TOT Total population in private households by religion
    RL_BUD   Buddhist
    RL_CHRI   Christian
        RL_ANGL     Anglican
        RL_BAP     Baptist
        RL_CATH     Catholic
        RL_ORTH     Christian Orthodox
        RL_LUT     Lutheran
        RL_PENT     Pentecostal
        RL_PRES     Presbyterian
        RL_UNITED     United Church
        RL_OTCH     Other Christian
    RL_HIND   Hindu
    RL_JEW   Jewish
    RL_MUSL   Muslim
    RL_SIKH   Sikh
    RL_ABOR   Traditional (Aboriginal) Spirituality
    RL_OTRL   Other religions
    RL_NON   No religious affiliation

Religion refers to the person's self-identification as having a connection or affiliation with any religious 
denomination, group, body, sect, cult or other religiously defined community or system of belief. Religion is 
not limited to formal membership in a religious organization or group. Persons without a religious 
connection or affiliation can self-identify as atheist, agnostic or humanist, or can provide another applicable 
response
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